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From the Editor

Welcome to the debut issue of Warriors & Wizards. This issue has
been almost a year in the making. From the very beginning this has been a
work of passion for myself and all those involved. We’re still finding our feet
and some departments may fall to the wayside as we progress into future
issues, but its our goal to bring you the most entertaining fantasy fiction and
the best articles we can deliver.
Fantasy fiction has always existed in one form or another from
Homer’s Odyssey to the works of Robert E. Howard, Edgar Rice Burroughs
and even H.G. Wells and Jules Verne. Perhaps the next J.K. Rowling, Robert
Jordan or George R.R. Martin will be discovered in our pages.
We will always focus on good stories and great content and will strive
to support indie authors and artists. We hope to be a market for all those that
may have not yet seen their work in print or for many overlooked self-published authors to gain exposure
and build their audience.
In this issue Jake Hyles gives us a historical look at Trolls in our Monster section. Katrina Thurber
wows us with a Did You Know featuring three of fantasies biggest franchises. Get your fill of the undead
with my first installment of “Khenoriz’s Tale” and Elisha Deogracias’ “From Dusk Til Dawn”, or revisit the
Arthurian legend with Tara Jadestone’s “The Royal Heir”, or enjoy reliving the 1980’s, with our Top 10
Fantasy Films of that era.
This magazine is the work of many months and I hope to see future issues brought to you sooner.
Our goal is to release one issue every three months. I’d like to give a big thank you to all of our contributors,
artists, writers, and anyone else that volunteered their talents or their time. Thank you.
So turn the page and enjoy the magazine.
									Best Wishes,
									Jeremy D. Hill - Editor-in-Chief
									mp3tradingpost@yahoo.com

Special thanks to those that donated
through kickstarter.
Anders M. Ytterdahl, Melody Rose Kydian, tbpartners.
retrovirusrecords, Kelly Felsted, Matthew Wolf,
Chandra Singh, James Christopher Hill, Stacy Psaros,
Jacob Carson, Ryan H., Elizabeth Gaines Johnston
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On The Cover

Khenoriz, the tragic

vampire knight wears
his ancient battle armor
and the crimson cloak
of the Red Brigade.
Read Chapter One of his
story on the next few
pages.

In a savage kingdom plagued by monsters and
murderous armies, there are but heroes few. One
such hero - the last of a race of barbarians and
mighty warriors - soon finds himself centre of a
blood feud and an ensuing great chase across the
lands. He must seek to discover an ancient power
with which he can battle a brutal king, so that
harmony might once more be restored to the realm.
This is a tale from the heady days of high adventure;
a tale of action, lust, intrigue, swords, sorcery and
spectacle. Prepare yourself as the demons descend,
as the Gods awaken, as the steel of earthly titans
clash and rouse the olden magic. Prepare yourself to
fight at the side of - The Last Barbarian.
The Last Barbarian by Kent Hill & Craig Mullins is
an oldschool read very reminiscent of classic Conan
tales. If you like your barbarians brutal and your
wenches willing, then this is the book for you.

Featuring stunning Frazetta-like cover art by Brian
Leblanc https://brianleblancart.wordpress.com, the
book is available on Amazon in print and for the
kindle. Get it here. https://www.amazon.com/dp/
B00JTFFHWS

Follow Kent Hill on facebook https://www.facebook.
com/Kent-JW-Hill-800976609984613
For thousands of years, ancient vampire lords ruled the Night. Their
queen, the coldly beautiful, immortal, and all-powerful Lilith, ruled them
distantly, ignoring their squabbles over territory and victims. Then came
Vlad the Impaler, once history’s most bloodthirsty fiend, now reanimated
as an undead creature of the Night. Facing the vampire legions of the
brutish Vardalekos, the loathsome Viy, the diabolical Jhiang-Shi, the
monstrous Mmbyu, the cunning Erlik, and the seductive Nycea, Vlad
Dracula seeks out allies, be they undead or lycanthropic or mortal.
You’ve read Bram Stoker’s “Dracula”. Now see how Vlad the Impaler
fought and struggled to become Dracula, the King-Vampire. A part of THE
LEGEND OF DRACULA trilogy, this book is a collection of twenty short
stories about the infamous Count and his undead legions as he strives for
the ultimate goal—the throne of the supreme King of the Vampires!
Book One of The Legend of Dracula Trilogy can be purchased in print or
on Kindle here. https://www.amazon.com/dp/B00IWTUK2O
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Khenoriz’s Tale (Chapter One)
by Jeremy D. Hill

“Listen to me my rival,” Garidon said, motioning
Kenros to come closer, “The Empire will become
stronger now, no doubt, but be careful to keep
your will your own.”

The crowd multiplies in number as the bartender looks despairingly outside; it seems that a storm is
brewing which means he’ll have to be stuck here longer than usual. He sighs and looks at the exasperation of the
crowd, who has become mesmerized by the priest’s words.
“What a bunch of hogwash!” one of the older patrons scoffed.
“Shh, he’s getting to the good part!” interrupted one of the children who had stayed since the priest had
begun his tale.
“Hey, I know that this is a great story and everything, but there’s a storm outside,” the bartender warns
the rest of the tavern, “If you have somewhere to be, I suggest you leave soon before it gets any worse.”
Some of the crowd disperse and leave the tavern, but most of the people choose to stay, still attentively
listening to the story the priest has to offer.
“But the Sanzaran Empire was never that large. I just don’t believe it,” one of the older people tell the
priest, “And I know for a fact that the Red Brigade was a myth; not only the knightly order you speak of, but the
defiled creatures some say they became.”
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“You unbeliever!” the priest yells, which
surprises the crowd. “Do you not see the impact that
the Red Brigade has left on your society? On your
dreary isle? It is not a myth if you know where in
the shadows to cast your gaze. Your myths still walk
among you and you are but blind to them.”
The crowd begins to murmur while the
bartender hears a clap of thunder. It’s too late to
close up shop, and he would never manage to usher
everyone off, so he shrugs and continues to listen to
the priest’s tale.
***

“I condemn it all!”
Kenros slammed his fist on the table,
frustrated with the midwife’s report of his wife’s
passing while laboring to deliver his firstborn son.
He was shaken by the turn of events, but was even
more concerned about the upcoming conflict the
Red Brigade would likely have to face in the coming
days. He was flustered and confused, but he needed
to keep his composure in order to steady the morale
of the men under his command. He struggled to hold
back the tears as he asked the midwife to summon
his knights.
“I’ll summon the emperor’s troops,” the
midwife replied, and then scurried off.
“Thank you, madam,” Kenros whispered, his
voice cold and bereft of any noticeable emotion and
barely audible.
Kenros heard the cries of his newborn child
from the adjacent room and looked at the ground.
He noticed that the room was hotter than usual, but
he rationalized that it was because he still wore his
heavy armor. He paced around for what seemed like
hours before he heard his subordinates calling for
him. He finally took a moment to enter the adjacent
room and pray over his wife’s lifeless body; a silent
invocation to the god of life, Validur.
He was surprised to find his young daughter Ailena
at the side of the bed staring at her.
“Mother seems so tired,” Ailena clutched her
mother’s hand, “And she’s starting to become so
pale. Is it cold, father?”
Kenros didn’t have the heart to explain to
her the reality of what befell her mother. “Dear, your
mother is just… resting right now. Why don’t you
go upstairs and play with your things? You have a
brother now; give your mother some time to rest.”

Ailena smiled and jumped up to view the
baby, lying silent in his crib, but stopped and
frowned. “Are you heading out, father?”
“I have some things to attend to,” Kenros
replied, “I promise that once my duties are over
you’ll be the first person I return to.”
Ailena giggled as she waved goodbye to her
father and bounded out of the room. “Alright, I’ll see
you later, father!”
Kenros’ youth was spent eking out a living on
the streets. Being an orphan of war, he had spoiled
his daughter with whatever she desired. Now at six
years old, she finally had a sibling and Kenros had an
heir.
Kenros left the room and instructed the
midwife to speak with the priests of the temple to
properly inter his wife into the crypts below the
castle.
As he left the castle, he noticed a few of his knights
waiting for him.
“What is the status of the Brigade?” Kenros
asked them.
“We have currently relocated to the edge
of the River Ranyx,” the knight replied, “It will be
a decisive battle if we can draw the rebels to the
beaches.”
Kenros smiled. This was the news he was
hoping for.
“We’ve negotiated with the local merchants
in Nagnath,” another knight added, “They’ve
gathered some naval forces, sellswords mostly, that
will demolish everything in their sight. If only our
enemies would take the bait!”
“Sellswords? Pirates more likely; what are we
luring them with?” Kenros asked.
“Nagnath is a very affluent city,” the first
knight responded as he handed Kenros his horse’s
reins, “And a great trade center. We’ve stayed away
from it expecting the rebels to go for it, as it is fairly
undefended.”
Kenros nodded as he jumped on his horse
and headed to the woods. “How far is it to our
encampment?”
“We should arrive by sunrise,” One of the
knights looked at the sky; “I pray that your child was
delivered healthily.”
Kenros spurred his horse on and fell silent
as the echoes of the horses running were the only
sounds coming from the woods. He wondered what
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would happen of his newborn son, but he had to
press on to more important matters.
“May I never forget you, my love…” Kenros
whispered under his breath.
***

“And what happened next?” one of the children
ask the priest.
“…I’m afraid that you might be a bit disturbed
by it, young child,” the priest frowns.
The bartender hears a crash coming from
outside; the storm is finally here. He rushes to shutter
the windows and the crowd huddles towards the
center of the tavern. The bartender sighs and goes
back to washing mugs.
“Are you happy now?” the bartender asks,
agitated. “Now everyone’s stuck in here.”
***

Kenros and his knights entered the camp,
appalled at the sight of the aftermath of an
ambush; smoke and flames engulfed his personal
headquarters, and he could hear the groans of
soldiers who were injured.
“What happened here?” Kenros glanced
at the carnage. He saw his peaceful encampment
turned into a bloody wasteland, with parts of
soldiers strewn across the ground. He saw hundreds
of bodies, motionless from the surprise skirmish,
and shielded his face to block out the intense heat
emanating from the fires. He looked at a scribe, who
was busy scribbling on a scroll.
“You! I need a status report!” Kenros asked
angrily.
“O-of course milord,” the scribe stuttered,
“T-the enemy came a couple of hours ago w-while
our men were s-sle-sleeping and destroyed the
place. They killed most of the soldiers b-but left me
to tell you that t-they would ravage the rest of us if
we d-didn’t surrender to their demands.”
“And they think that by being animals they
could make the Red Brigade crumble?” Kenros shook
his fist in the air. “I swear on the death of my wife
that my troops will be avenged! How many able
bodied knights are present in the vicinity?”
“About two hundred, sir,” the scribe replied,
still writing in his scroll, “Thankfully most of the
knights were off scavenging for food when the
ambush started; they should be arriving soon.”
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Kenros was frustrated that his best men were
out on scavenger duty but relieved that he still had
some troops to command. It was a sore blow to lose
his rank and file, but his knights were the backbone
of his army. “I thank you for your patronage, young
scribe. May I ask to view the contents of your
writings?”
“But of course milord,” the scribe replied,
handing Kenros his scroll. As he looked at the
parchment, Kenros was shocked to see what had
transpired; in the dead of night while Kenros was
occupied with his son’s birth, the forces of the
Free State Brotherhood had learned of the troops’
location through a band of rogue pirates. While
everyone was sleeping, the Brotherhood took the
opportunity to launch an attack on the Red Brigade,
decimating most of the soldiers in the campground.
After pillaging the encampment, the Brotherhood
retreated somewhere near, waiting for their
chance to eliminate the rest of the soldiers and the
knighthood itself. At the end of the writings, Kenros
was surprised to find the location of his enemies
described near the end of the scroll.
“Who gave you these directions?” Kenros
asked, puzzled.
“T-the officers were l-laughing when they
gave those,” the scribe stuttered, “They wanted t-to
meet you…”
“Well, according to your writings, they
haven’t traveled very far,” Kenros looked around, “I
think what we need is to so something they least
expect.”
“B-but how are you going to d-do that
milord?” the scribe clutched at the returned scroll.
“Don’t you worry about this, my good man,”
Kenros reassured the scribe, “I will have this under
control.”
Kenros and the knights who accompanied
him set out to find the remaining knights as he
thought up a plan to defeat his enemies once and for
all.
“I pray that you aren’t serious,” one of
the knights asked Kenros as they left to find the
scavenging troops, “We are but a mere two hundred.
The Free State Brotherhood must be at least a
thousand strong. And they’ve even set up a location
as a trap; we would be fools to fall prey to them.”
“That would be a very unwise move,” Kenros
said, adjusting his reins, “Which is exactly why we

will proceed with this plan.”
“Have you gone mad?” the knight gasped.
“Has the death of your wife blinded you to common
sense? Going into enemy territory undermanned
would be suicidal at best!”
“And that is what they will be thinking,”
Kenros smiled, “They want to decimate the Red
Brigade, and liberate Drenheim from Sanzaran rule
and they will pounce at any opportunity to destroy
us and do just that. We should use that as our
advantage.”
“But how so?” the knight asked.
“Through negotiation,” Kenros said, focused
on finding the rest of his troops. “I’m going to
surrender to him.”
***

The crowd gasps in unison as a clap of thunder
shakes the tavern and some of the younger children
cower under the tables.
“I want my mommy!” one of the children says,
frightened. The bartender rolls his eyes.
“I told you, didn’t I?” the bartender frowns.
The entryway to the tavern flings open as the
bartender rushes to close it again.
“Blast it,” the bartender mutters utter his
breath, “The storm is going to break the door! Anyone
that can lend a hand please help me fix this now!”
A few of the adult men divert their attention
from the priest and help out with the bartender’s task.
They board a few of the windows shut and repair the
door to the tavern as best they can. As the bartender
wipes some sweat off his brow, he becomes annoyed at
the comments of the sudden dimness of the place.
“Perhaps you have some more candles?” the
priest asks, still focusing his attention on the awaiting
crowd.
“Let me check the cellar before it gets pitch
black,” the bartender says as he heads to the other
side of the tavern.
***

“Ha! Do my eyes deceive me? Has Emperor
Ferdanon’s lapdog and Master of the Red Banner, the
leader of the Red Brigade finally lost all hope?”
Kenros and a few of his noblest knights
were in shackles as they were escorted through the
enemy encampment. Kenros had allowed himself
to be captured as part of his plan, despite his fellow

knights protests.
“Sir Kenros Kinrose, a victim of foolish
strategy,” one of the rebel generals said, laughing as
he approached the knights.
“Sir Garidon, I should have known it was you,”
Kenros frowned, “You’re the only one with the gall to
do something as cowardly as an ambush! Do you not
remember your service to the Emperor?”
“Come off it, like you wouldn’t have done
the same,” Garidon raised a fist in the air, “I want
to prove to the Sanzarans that the Red Brigade is
nothing but a bunch of filthy vermin. The Emperor
was a fool to entrust such power to the knighthood,
making you judge and jury. Sanzara will not hold
sway on Drenheim. We will be a free state.”
“You… idiot!” Kenros snapped as he felt a
sharp pain in his chest; Garidon had punched him as
he fell down.
“Idiot you say?” Garidon became upset.
“If I recall, you were involved in the slaughter of
thousands during our darkest moments.”
“The battle of Pagus, you were there as well. I
did what I had to do,” Kenros said with remorse, “Let
me suffer for the crimes that you accuse them of, not
my men!”
“I really hope you burn, after all, you killed…”
Garidon could not get himself to finish the sentence.
“It doesn’t matter,” Kenros said, “I’m here to
negotiate with you about—”
“Doesn’t matter? Are you mad?” Garidon
gasped, reaching for the hilt of his sword. “It’s
because of you my wife and daughter perished
during our slaughter of Pagus.”
“I was not responsible for those!” Kenros
shouted. “You know as well as I do that the Empire
needed to bring Pagus back in line. The wizards
there held too much power to remain unchecked.”
“And countless innocents were burned
because of it,” Garidon spat at Kenros, looking down,
“Had I not been off with you sacking Pagus in the
name of the Emperor, I could have defended them.”
“I know you’re upset right now, but you
can stop this madness,” Kenros looked up, “No one
could have predicted that the wizards would send
assassins after our families. There’s always a spot
open for a former knight in the Red Brigade. The
Emperor would be ecstatic to have of his best men
in the Sanzaran empire fight for the advancement of
the kingdom once again! Please, you must consider
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this!”

“Why would I consider an offer from vermin
like you?” Garidon said, seething with rage. “Your
family was safe in the capitol. So what will stop me
from slashing your head off right now?”
“Garidon, you don’t want to do this,” Kenros
pleaded, “I know that you want peace as much as the
Emperor does. He would love to see someone with
your fervor fight for us once again! You were one of
my best.”
“Fight for you? I want to destroy you and
your pitiful brigade!” Garidon shouted, motioning a
rebel to unshackle one of Kenros’ knights. “I want to
exterminate all of you!”
With a piercing yell, Garidon grabbed his
sword and proceeded to slice the knight’s head
clean off. A splotch of blood splashed onto Garidon’s
chainmail as the body fell to the ground. The head
rolled near to Kenros as he felt a mix of rage and
sorrow; he could see the resignation and acceptance
of the knight’s face.
“Who is the real monster now?” Kenros said
slowly, appalled at the sight of the event that had just
occurred.
“I do what I have to do,” Garidon cleaned
his sword, “To instill fear into your dauntless
negotiation. Would you think we would be so
convinced by your surrender that we would just
fall into your hands? The Emperor is nothing more
than a relic, a dated effigy of a man that will soon
fall in ruin. From this day forward, our people will
no longer fear the Sanzaran Empire! Long live a new
people! The Free Peoples of Drenheim.”
The enemy soldiers around Kenros shouted
in unison as Garidon approached Kenros. “And
what do we do with relics? We keep them locked
up forever. However, under your circumstances, we
must do something fitting for a rat like you. Guards!
Put this man on a stake.”
Kenros let a pained look creep across his face.
“I will avenge my wife and daughter, and all
those destroyed by your Empire,” Garidon smiled,
“By burning you to death.”
***

asks.
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The crowd looks aghast at the priest’s tale.
“How does he know all of this?” A housewife
“I know a lot of things,” the priest replies,

“In my land; these stories have been passed on for
generations.”
“What happens next, sir?” a young child asks
eagerly, hiding under the tables.
“Come out from under the table, and I will
continue,” the priest smiles.
***

“Stop struggling, I assure you, this will be as
painless as possible.”
Kenros had been tightly wrapped upon a
wooden stake as oils and hay surrounded him. They
were on the edge of a forest clearing; torches were
lit as a throng of people congregated around Kenros.
“Finally, the Master of the Red Brigade will
fall today,” Garidon chuckled, waving his torch back
and forth.
“The Empire will never let you get away with
this,” Kenros struggled with the ropes.
“Oh, on the contrary, I’ve already gotten away
with it,” Garidon looked around, “You’re about to die,
and after this, the empire you swore to protect will
become a mere memory.”
Around him, the screams for Kenros’ death
were chanted.
“Burn him!”
“Murderer! Pay for your sins!”
“Long live the free state!”
The rabble was deafening as Garidon
addressed the crowd. “Let it be known that the
Red Brigade will be no more! The Sanzaran
Empire will fall, and we will usher in a new age of
independence!”
The crowd continued to cheer as Kenros
spotted something unusual; a shadow in the
background swiftly moved throughout the trees.
“What in heaven’s name…” Kenros squinted
his eyes.
“Enough!” Garidon silenced the crowd. “Now,
master Kenros, before we punish you for the crimes
you are rightly accused of, are there any last words
you may want to deliver? Perhaps to your late wife?”
“You bastard…” Kenros muttered angrily.
“Oh, did I hurt your feelings?” Garidon
laughed.
“Even if I fall, you will never get away with
this, I swear on the life of my son,” Kenros spat at
Garidon.
“Oh, about that,” Garidon wiped the spittle

from his cheek, “Our troops ransacked your
residence after you left it this morning; after you
burn, we’re killing your heir.”
Kenros grew pale as he heard the words
coming from Garidon. “No! You can’t do that! You
shouldn’t do that! He has nothing to do with this.
He’s just a child!”
“A child of a vermin is also a vermin,” Garidon
closed his eyes, “And as such, he will be killed in the
same way his father will be.”
“You heartless… ” Kenros started.
“Well, looks like I’m making you suffer before
your death. I love it,” Garidon cackled, “Tell your wife
that I said hello.”
Kenros winced as Garidon readied the torch
to throw in the pile. As the torch was about to fall, he
noticed that it was caught in midair and flung across
the crossing. All of a sudden, Garidon’s face turned
pale as the crowd began to disperse. A crashing of
metal was heard as he could hear bloodcurdling
screams for help. A bunch of shadows appeared as
the rebels tried to counter attack. Hundreds of rebels
fell as Sir Garidon barked orders to retreat.
Kenros was flabbergasted at the spectacle
even though he planned it. He couldn’t see the
figures clearly, but he knew exactly who they were.
Kenros stammered, trying to get the attention
of one of the attacking knights. “What took you so
long?”
The knight stopped as it turned around and
looked at Kenros. “Master Kenros, the Red Brigade
only attacks when the time is right. You should know
this. This was your plan after all.”
Kenros looked relieved to see his fellow
knights. Even with their small numbers, their skill
and Kenros’ daring plan had won the day.
“You cut it pretty close, Sir Nalin” Kenros said. “And
sadly we lost one of our own.” He referred to the
knight that Garidon had beheaded.
“He died in the name of the Emperor, a
greater glory does not exist,” Sir Nalin looked around
at the many dead and dying rebels. “Long live the
Sanzaran Empire. Long live the Red Brigade.” He
approached Kenros and cut the ropes, freeing him.
Kenros felt a frigid cold pass over him as
he slumped down and sat in silence, dismayed by
all that had happened in the last day. After a few
minutes, Kenros walked around the encampment,
trying to find survivors of the carnage. He could see

many rebel bodies strewn across the ground, hacked
down by his own brothers in arms. Just how many
men had he killed, or seen killed in the name of the
Emperor?
Kenros gasped as her heard a loud yell
coming from the distance. He knew that voice. He
ran to see Sir Garidon, lying prone on the ground,
bleeding from a wound in his chest.
“You… demon…” Garidon’s breathing was
pained and fast.
“I’m sorry this had to happen,” Kenros knelt
down beside the fallen ex-knight.
“Listen to me my rival,” Garidon said,
motioning Kenros to come closer, “The Empire will
become stronger now, no doubt, but be careful to
keep your will your own.” Garidon let out a slight
gasp and then stopped breathing. Kenros bowed his
head and said a silent prayer to Validur.
***

“Alright, the candles are… lit!” the bartender
smiles as he lights up the tables in the tavern. The
crowd lets out a sigh of relief as they start to sit down.
“Oy mate, where’s the ale?” a man with some
terrible stubble says.
“Um, officially we’re closed,” the bartender
replies, “I don’t want to—“
The bartender hears a clanging noise of coins
as a couple of the men start banging on the tables.
“Okay, okay, let me get some from the cellar!”
the bartender retreats to the back and down some
stairs.
“Old man, you mind telling us more of your
tale?” one of the men asks the priest.
“And what about the rest of the rebels that
were terrorizing Kenros’ knights?” a boy asks as he
crawls out from under a table.
“I forget what happened immediately after the
battle,” the priest frowns, “But perhaps I can tell you
more about the son of Kenros Kinrose.”
“Oh, do you mean the child from the story?
The baby?” an old woman asks. “It was a shame that
his mother passed away before he knew her. Quite a
tragedy, I might add.”
“If only it were so,” the priest looked
remorseful.
(to be continued)
Khenoriz’s Tale (Chapter Two) - next issue!
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Monsters!
Trolls

Trolls are supernatural creatures that originated from Scandinavian folklore. Beings described as trolls
usually dwelled in mountains, bogs or caves, and are normally antagonistic and dangerous towards humans.
One of the most anthropomorphic fantasy creatures, trolls have been depicted in vastly different ways.
Depending on the region from which accounts of trolls stem, their appearance varies greatly; trolls may
be ugly and slow-witted but strong, or look and behave exactly like human beings, with no particularly
unnatural characteristic about them. They are most often described as ugly or having beastly features like
tusks or cyclopic eyes. Trolls are sometimes associated with particular landmarks, which at times may be
explained as formed from a troll exposed to sunlight.

A Scandinavian folk belief that lightning frightens away trolls as they appear in numerous Scandinavian
folktales, may be a late reflection of the god Thor’s role in fighting such beings. One explanation for the troll
myth is that the trolls represent the remains of the forefather cult which was ubiquitous in Scandinavia
until the introduction of Christianity in the tenth and eleventh centuries. In this cult the forefathers were
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worshiped in sacred groves, by altars, or by grave mounds. One of the customs associated with this practice
was to sit on top of a grave mound at night, possibly in order to make contact with the deceased. With the
introduction of Christianity however, the religious elite sought to demonize the pagan cult, and denounced
the forefathers as evil. For instance, according to Magnus Hakonsen’s laws from 1276, it is illegal to attempt
to wake the “mound-dwellers”. It is in these laws that the word “troll” appeared for the first time, denoting
something heathen and generally unfavorable. This fits with the trolls in Norse sagas who are often the
restless dead, to be wrestled with or otherwise laid to rest.

Trolls became exceedingly popular in the late nineteenth to early twentieth century when neo-romanticism
in Europe celebrated regional folklore and legend. These tales and illustrations by artists like John Bauer and
Theodor Kittelsen, came to form the ideas most people have of trolls today.
Scandinavian folk-tales involving trolls such as “Three Billy Goats Gruff,” are familiar to other European and
European-derived cultures. In the U.S. and Canada, the old belief in trolls is paralleled by a modern belief in
Sasquatch or “Bigfoot”.

TROLLS IN POPULAR MEDIA

Trolls have become a staple in fantasy literature, most notably by British author J.R.R. Tolkien, who used
trolls in both The Hobbit and The Lord of The Rings trilogy, and J.K. Rowling, the author of the Harry
Potter series. Other forms of fantasy, such as comic and role playing games (such as Dungeons ‘n’ Dragons)
commonly employ trolls as stock characters or enemies.

In J.R.R. Tolkien’s The Hobbit, Trolls are the first obstacle encountered by the company of Bilbo Baggins and
the dwarves of Erebor. Trolls are also valuable weapons of war used by Sauron and the armies of Mordor, and
are often depicted throwing stones in a way that is akin to cannon fodder.
Trolls have also become popular characters in role playing games like World of Warcraft. These trolls though
differ greatly from traditional standards and their legendary ancestors. They tend to be very intelligent,
independent, and powerful. They can learn skills and magic, perform their own quests, and use their brains
in fights instead of just their physical strength, going against the mythical stereotype of being idiots. The
trolls in World of Warcraft only resemble conventional trolls in their appearance which is both rather large
and hideously intimidating.

Trolls are also found in The Chronicles of Narnia, living in an area of Narnia called the Trollshaws, located in
the vast, virtually ungoverned nation of Northfell. Trolls were most often found in cold, mountainous regions
of Northfell, but can be encountered nearly anywhere. Despite been evil, Trolls were very intelligent, civilized,
and worshipful.
However not all trolls in popular culture are nefarious. The trolls in Frozen are the adoptive family to a main
character, Kristoff, and assist him throughout the film. The trolls in Frozen are family oriented and loving,
standing in stark contrast to how trolls are traditionally portrayed.

Small plastic, fuzzy headed Troll dolls were originally created in 1959 by Danish woodcutter Thomas Dam,
and has experienced brief periods of popularity in North America ever since. Since 2010, DreamWorks
Animation has been producing a computer-animated musical comedy film based on the Troll dolls,. “Trolls” is
scheduled for release sometime in 2016, with Anna Kendrick and Justin Timberlake providing voices.
														~Jake
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Maybe I can scare him off, thinks Siri, for she has
no interest in fighting. Most dragons don’t. Most
dragons just want to be left alone.
The Dragon’s Cry
by Katelynn E. Koontz

Siri is young when she loses her parents. The memory is but a fogged over thing. Her wings have only
just grown big enough to carry her body, the silver skin stretched taut over still hollow bones. They are easy
to break and easier yet to get tangled up in, but she loves to take flight. Nothing is quite as amazing as the
wind curling over her scales and caressing the deepest folds of her body.
When her parents take flight so, too, does the young dragon. She is not quite as fast, and she is not
near as large. Her small shape is easy to lose amidst the billowing storm clouds and the shadows of night.
From the vantage point of the hills below, Siri is invisible. They think it’s but two dragons in the sky;
scales of red and black and turquoise, hardly fit to stay hidden; a stark contrast to Siri’s own scales, which are
still silver and midnight blue, the shades that all babes are gifted with.
One spear goes up, followed by a second. They both fall short – but the thing to remember is that
dragons are very protective of their young, and the harsh winter already stole the rest of their clutch from
them. Brave Ragna and sleek Etsie are filled with fear at the thought of losing their daughter.
The two dragons descend upon the hills.
They never return.
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Siri is young when the first knight comes to her cave, armed with a gleaming golden sword and a

shield made from mirrors. The human is a tall thing,
with broad shoulders and polished armor. He shouts
about honor; shouts about treasure; shouts about
maidens and gold and legends that have been passed
around for generations.
They aren’t true.
At least, they haven’t been true for a long
time. In the distant past, dragons were known for
keeping hoards of jewels, and they were known
for short tempers, and they were known for being
highly territorial. The humans were frightened. As a
frightened human is wont to do, they began weaving
stories of maidens swept off into the night, and of
sacrifices that were demanded lest entire towns fall
beneath the rage of a dragon scorned.
These are lies.
The simple reality is that most dragons
just want to live in peace. Siri just wants to live in
peace. She rises onto her legs and unfurls her wings,
snarling and blowing smoke into the knight’s face.
Moonlight shines in through the front of the cave. It
dances over scales that have lightened with age, but
only slightly. Her wings still gleam silver. Her body is
made of purple hues, like the glows of twilight have
been captured in her very scales.
Maybe I can scare him off, thinks Siri, for she
has no interest in fighting. Most dragons don’t. Most
dragons just want to be left alone.
It doesn’t work.
It never does.
It only makes the knight more determined.
“I will bring your head to the king,” he shouts, as if
killing a single dragon might right the wrongs that
the dragons of the past committed.
It won’t.
The knight doesn’t seem to care. The promise
of fame fuels him. He draws his blade.
Now, Siri is young but she is no longer small.
She makes an easy target, cornered as she is at the
back of her cave. Her scales quickly grow scratched
and tarnished from the blows of the broadsword.
The tip of the blade slips between two massive
scales, striking skin.
Siri is young and she’s never felt pain before.
She doesn’t mean to kill the knight, but her flames
quickly consume the cavern, burning everything but
the dragon that started the blaze.
After that, the knights come far more often.
After that, Siri grows to hate humans just as

much as she hates the ancestral dragons that once
terrorized the lands. And she thinks to himself, late
at night, if the humans want a beast of a dragon…
maybe I should give them one?
Siri is young when she first descends on the
hillside kingdom of Tania. Her wings beat at the air,
creating gusts of wind so strong that it rips small
saplings from the ground. Her flames are strong
enough to burn through homes, and forests, and
fields of cattle. The dragon spares no thought for
the maidens left scorched or the children left with
no family, for the humans have never given her that
courtesy.
You deserve this, she says, with each ember
tainted roar. You wanted a beast to destroy! You
wanted a creature born of malice and hate!
Down below, the knights of Tania ready
their weapons. A great clatter fills the air as swords
clack together; armor rattles; shields bang; spears
crack. An army forms, knowledgeable in the ways
of slaying dragons. Around them, embers crack
and snap. Flame races over the land, like a plague,
like a disease. It threatens to overwhelm the entire
kingdom; licking at the base of oaks that have been
alive for millennia, skirting up saplings that are
just about to become worthy of being called trees,
destroying anything and everything in its path.
Smoke devours all.
One by one, the knights of Tania fall.
Flames engulf the world.
One by one, the houses all burn.
Siri destroys all.
One by one, piece by piece, the kingdom
crumbles beneath the might of the dragon. For the
first time in many years, dragons truly have a reason
to be feared. For elsewhere, across the land, the
plumes of shadow that rise from the remains of the
once grand kingdom serve as a rallying cry.
Dragons are a scourge upon the land
once more – but they remember the fate of their
ancestors, and they have felt the hatred of humans,
and Siri has shown them that there is a way to
survive those silver clad knights, with their boastful
words and sharp eyes.
Now, thinks Siri, as she curls up in her bed of
charred bones and dented goblets, now the legends
have become reality once more.
(THE END)
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In a long-planned, perfectly executed coup, the
Academies of Eloesus overthrow the Imperial
government and transport a foreign army to the
Empire’s shores, intending to remake the nation
according to their utopian vision. As cities fall and
the nation slips toward certain annihilation, the lone
voice of Imperium calls out for a renewed rise of an
empire, and a deluge of traitors’ blood.
The fifth and final novel of the Imperial Chronicles
series, which began in Unconquered Son by A.J.
Cooper.

Cooper’s fiction takes you into another time. His
worldbuilding is excellent and his characters seem
to be a product of their enviornment.

Buy it now on Amazon https://www.amazon.com/
dp/B00L1MTQ7O or Smashwords https://www.
smashwords.com/books/view/448929

Follow A.J. Cooper on facebook https://www.facebook.com/pages/AJ-Cooper/125123330887021 or
his personal website https://aj-cooper.com/

And follow his richly detailed and inspiring world at
https://vardabooks.com/
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“A.J. Cooper’s books are like a cross between game of thrones, lord of
the rings and maybe a little conan mixed in.”

“I do not hallucinate,” Eleanor said
out loud to the door.
The Wise Owl
by A. Analise

“Do you think we can become like the Wise Owl?” Eleanor asked her uncle Benny.
“I don’t see why not,” Benny said packing the last bag into the car. She kept silent as she hobbled into
the backseat, her crutches unsteady. Eleanor was still learning how to use them. She’d only just got them and
hadn’t had the chance to practice walking before her uncle swooped her up from the hospital. The accident
left her with one broken leg on top of an already broken ankle. Benny knew his niece was accident prone
but he was not prepared for just how much of a klutz she could be. He liked to joke with her about it but not
today. Eleanor was wrapped in thoughts of the Wise Owl.
The Wise Owl was bearded grey with a black fur collar and a white patch around its left eye. Eleanor
had said the owl’s beak was a neon yellow and spoke without once opening it. Eleanor told her uncle that the
owl was a very wise owl. . . and that it was an owl. . . quite repetitively. He wondered if she had really seen this
owl, or if it was just her imagination running wild again, or if the medication prescribed was just a little too
strong for a girl of sixteen.
Uncle Benny thought more on it, as he revved the engine and began to drive. They lived fairly close
to the hospital which was a good thing for Eleanor at least. She could get hurt and fixed all in the same day.
Eleanor stared out the window of the car as she thought more about this owl.
“The owl says that we are all just pawns in a game of chess,” Eleanor muttered under her breath but
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just loud enough for Uncle Benny to pause and look
at her through the rearview as they pulled into the
driveway.
“Excuse me?” Uncle Benny said turning
around to look at his niece. “Eleanor. . .” he said
tapping her on the leg. “Seriously. . .” he muttered
turning the car back on. Eleanor had fainted again.
He started heading towards the hospital. “I thought
they said she’d be fine.” Uncle Benny kept checking
on her through his rearview. It only looked as though
she was sleeping. “Stupid Owl!” he cursed.
***

“Do you know who I am?” Eleanor said as
loud as she could. “Can you tell me?”
“I can,” a voice from the shadows said.
Eleanor tried to see where it was coming from but
wherever she was it was too dark to see a thing. She
could barely see herself. She opened her eyes as
wide as she could when something bonked her on
the head making her close them.
“I’m sorry,” the voice said “But Ellie, open
your eyes.”
Eleanor did as she was instructed and was in
awe. She was in a cave. Where, she didn’t know but
it was beautifully illuminated by the glow worms.
Eleanor touched her face to confirm what she could
feel and see. Whoever was talking with her had given
her some sort of specialized night vision goggles. She
looked around again and still saw no one.
“Where are you?” Eleanor said loudly. “Show
yourself”
“I don’t want too. You’ll laugh at me,” the
voice said. Eleanor thought it was coming from her
left and tried to see. . . Nothing.
“I promise not to laugh at you, honest. I pinky
promise.”
“Really?”
“Yes, I will not laugh,” Eleanor started to beg.
“Okay. . .” the voice said again. Eleanor looked
around herself but still saw nothing. “I’m down
here.” It called to her. Eleanor looked down and
gasped, then smiled kneeling down to its height.
“What are you?” Eleanor said touching the
thing in front of her. It had pointed ears and a curved
nose. Its skin was a seafoam green but its texture
was rough and sharp at the edges. Its body was bent,
hunching over its legs. “An elf?” she questioned.
“Elves aren’t real,” she dismissed her thoughts. The
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Elf jumped back away from her.
“I AM REAL,” it said to her raising it’s voice. “I WILL
NOT BE FORGOTTEN. THE WISE OWL TOLD ME SO.”
“THE OWL!” Eleanor exclaimed. “Where is
he?”
“I shall not tell you. UN-BELIEVER,” the
Elf said pouting and storming away from her.
She watched as it climbed the cave walls and
disappeared into the air. “He will not be kind to you.”
“The owl is always kind,” Eleanor said
standing up. She brushed off her knees and started
feeling against the cave walls.
“Where is the exit?” she said pounding
against the walls careful not to hurt the glow worms.
The glow worms did not appreciate her thumping,
and huddled together. Eleanor did not notice the
room changing in colors while she kept searching for
a door. She suddenly felt something hot and sticky
crawling down her back making her turn around.
“Ewww….slime,” she said wiping the goo off her
back. She turned around to see the head of a dragon
staring down at her. “I. . .
I. . . I. . .” It growled at her.
“Why do you hurt me so?” the dragon asked
her. “We do not like the thump, thump, thump of the
paws of a tiny specimen such as yourself, it is unkind
and unwelcomed. Please no more.”
“I . . . I. . . I. . . I’m so sorry dragon. I promise
not to hurt you again. Please let me go,” Eleanor
pleaded with the dragon.
“Answer me this, as I was traveling to St. Ives I
met a man with seven wives and each wife had seven
kits, and each kit had seven kits, how many were
traveling to St. Ives?”
“Um . . . seven. . . plus. . . seven. . . How many?
OH!”
“Well?”
“YOU!” Eleanor screamed and pointed at the
dragon. “Only you were traveling to St. Ives!”
“Correct child. You may leave, the door is
there by my tale.”
“Tale? Don’t you mean Tail?”
“No.”
Eleanor felt sickness creeping up on her as
she hit the floor of the cave. She opened her eyes
within seconds and felt dizzy. She looked to her right
and there was Uncle Benny sitting with his hands on
his face. He looked up when he heard the hospital
blanket shifting.

“Eleanor!” he said popping up out of the chair.
“How are you feeling? Do you need ice? Let me get
the doctor, don’t move.”
“Uncle Benny?”
“Yes, El?”
“Why am I in the hospital?”
“You fainted in the car. . . you don’t
remember?” Eleanor shook her head. She only
remembered the dragon but maybe that was just
a dream? Eleanor thought about it to herself. She
didn’t want Uncle Benny to think she was crazy
again. She was just dreaming. That’s all.
“But the owl. . . I didn’t get to. . .”
“What was that?” Uncle Benny said
concerned. She smiled at him reassuring him that
she was going to be fine as he left to retrieve the
doctor. Eleanor attempted to stand up but fell again
slamming her head into the bed rail. She didn’t pass
out this time though.
“Ow. . .” Eleanor said rubbing her head and
climbing back into bed. “It was worth a shot though,”
she wondered how she could go back. She needed to
speak with the Wise Owl. She couldn’t just faint on
command. She’d have to wait for now. “Maybe it was
the car ride?” Eleanor tried to think of a plan before
Benny could come back and stop her. She changed
out of the hospital clothes and opened the window
curtain. “Crap,” She muttered realizing it was dark
out.
“Ready to leave?” Benny said as he came
back into the room with a nurse and a doctor. They
wasted no time checking her levels and putting her
back into the bed. Uncle Benny looked concerned
again as they strapped her legs down careful not
to break the cast. “Is this really necessary?” Uncle
Benny said, “She’s not a criminal or mentally ill?”
“We should chat,” the doctor said leaving the
nurse to finish. The Doctor started to lead Uncle
Benny out of the room. “Did you know about her
hallucinations?” was all Eleanor heard as the door
shut behind them and the voices became inaudible.
“I do not hallucinate,” Eleanor said out loud to
the door.
“We know, sweetie,” the nurse said to
Eleanor as she tucked her in. “I hope that you are
comfortable. If you need anything just press this
button.” The nurse pushed the help button under her
hand as she cleaned up the room a bit more and then
left. Eleanor was left to her own imagination.

Eleanor stared up at the ceiling. She
wondered if at least Uncle Benny would come back
in. After what felt like hours Eleanor heard a pitter
patter sound. She looked at the analog clock and saw
that it was the witching hour.
“Hello Owl,” Eleanor said looking down at the
foot of her bed. She couldn’t make out the shape but
it seemed to be the right shape for an owl at least.
She had just assumed that it was the Wise
Owl. It never spoke to her though. It only stared
with beady green eyes. What was it thinking about?
She felt the owl climb up her leg and belly. Its claws
scratching her as it went. It stopped on her neck
knowing she couldn’t move. It’s beak glowing, she
grew worried the Wise Owl was now going to kill
her. It stood there for a while. It did not speak and
neither did she. The handle on the door began to
creak but did not open.
A loud bang woke Eleanor. It was Uncle
Benny. He had accidently slammed the door on his
way in.
“Good morning, El,” Uncle Benny said putting
a flower in the jar next to her bed. “I snuck in some
pancakes and strawberries for you.”
“I’m not hungry.,” Eleanor said upset. “When
can we leave?”
“I brought your notebooks too. You can write
to me about the Wise Owl and . . .”
“When are we leaving?” she asked again.
“I can bring you some banana chips and
granola tomorrow too.”
“So, not today.”
“El, do me a favor. Write to me about the Wise
Owl, but don’t talk about it with anyone.”
Eleanor said nothing. She stared out the
window again.
“He was here for you.” Eleanor said.
(THE END)
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Top 10
Top 10 Fantasy Films of the 1980’s

The 1980’s was a great time for sword and sorcery fantasy movies. The success of Conan the Barbarian
created a market for sword and sorcery films and the decade was full of classic movies in the genre. Even the
lower budget films are highly entertaining, especially in a decade where latenight cable television was hungry
for cheap genre movies.
For a generation growing up on comic books, Dungeons and Dragons and heavy metal music, the films on
this list are iconic. In an age where special effects were practical, rather than CGI, there is a certain quality to
these films that likely will never be seen again.

What makes these films great? Is it the scantily clad women, the inexplicably loincloth girded men, the cheesy
magical effects, or the over the top villains? Here is our Top 10 Fantasy Films of the 1980’s.
10. The NeverEnding Story (1984)
Bastian who is being tormented by bullies at school, escapes into a book shop
where the owner reveals an ancient storybook to him, which he is warned
can be dangerous. Shortly after he borrows the book and begins to read it in
the school attic, Bastian is drawn into the mythical land of Fantasia, which
desperately needs a hero to save it from destruction. Filled with princesses,
castles, white horses, goblins and lots more, The NeverEnding Story is one of
the best remembered fantasy films from the 1980’s, however it does, in fact,
end.

9. The Beastmaster (1982)
This 1982 classic stars actor Marc Singer as Dar, The Beastmaster who has
the ability to talk to and control animals. Dar, who is the son of the king, is
hunted by an evil priest after his birth and is sent to be raised by another
family for his own protection. When he becomes a man, Dar’s new father is
murdered by savages. With his ability to communicate with animals, Dar sets
off to find the evil priest and exact his revenge. The Beastmaster spawned
two sequels and a television series; all of which continued to star Marc
Singer.
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8. Dragonslayer (1981)
Dragonslayer is about a young wizard’s apprentice who is sent to kill an evil
dragon that has been eating young girls in a nearby kingdom. The king has
made a pact with the dragon where he sacrifices virgins to it. However, when
the king’s own daughter is next on the dragon’s menu, he hires an old wizard
and his young apprentice, played by Peter McNicholl, to kill the dragon.
Using puppets and stop-motion to bring to life the dragon, Vermithrax, the
impressive special effects have led to this being one of the greatest depictions
of a dragon ever put on the big screen.

7. Excalibur (1981)
Starring a number of notable British actors such as Patrick Stewart, Liam
Neeson, Helen Mirren and Gabriel Byrne, this is the quintessential King
Arthur movie. Much of the imagery and set designs seen in the film were
originally created with The Lord of the Rings in mind, a film which director
John Boorman had attempted to get greenlit before settling on a retelling
of the Arthurian legend. The screenplay which is primarily an adaptation of
Thomas Malory’s Morte d’Arthur recast the Arthurian legends as an allegory
of the cycle of birth, life, decay, and restoration.

6. Willow (1988)
Willow is a fantasy film directed by Ron Howard, starring Val Kilmer and
perennial fantasy actor, Warwick Davis. Davis plays the eponymous lead
character and hero; a reluctant farmer who plays a critical role in protecting
a special baby from a tyrannical queen who vows to destroy her and take
over the world. Val Kilmer plays the mercenary swordsman, Madmartigan,
who ends up assisting Willow on his quest in this excellent film produced and
written by George Lucas.
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5. Labyrinth (1986)
Starring singer David Bowie as Jareth the Goblin King, Labyrinth is a Jim
Henson movie that came out during the summer of 1986. A 16-year-old girl
named Sarah, played by Jennifer Connelly, accidentally wishes her baby halfbrother, Toby, away to the fabled Goblin King Jareth. Jareth ends up being real
and plans to keep Toby unless Sarah can make her way through a Labyrinth
in 13 hours. The movie features an excellent soundtrack recorded by David
Bowie and being a Jim Henson production expect lots and lots of muppetry.

4. The Dark Crystal (1982)
Made entirely with puppets, The Dark Crystal is another Jim Henson creation.
Set on the distant planet of Thra in the far off past, a race of creatures known
as Gelfling embark on a quest to find the missing shard of a magical crystal
that is foretold to restore order to their world. Jin, Kira and the adorable petlike Fizzgig travel across Thra to stop the evil bird-like Skeksis from using the
Dark Crystal to gain immortality and continue their evil rule.

3. Legend (1985)
This Ridley Scott film starring a young Tom Cruise is the epitome of over
the top 80’s fantasy. Featuring an iconic antagonist, Darkness, a demonic
character played by Tim Curry, unicorns, goblins and fairies, the movie is
about a demon that seeks to create eternal darkness by destroying the last of
the unicorns and seducing a fairy princess. A child of the forest, Jack, played
by Tom Cruise, goes off with a band of dwarves and a fairy named Oona
to rescue her and foil Darkness’ evil plan in this movie featuring a magical
soundtrack provided by the synth-pop group Tangerine Dream.
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2. Clash of the Titans (1981)
The original Clash of the Titans features winged pegasuses, witches,
monsters from the sea and a mechanical owl. Hard to ask for more. The
movie also stars acclaimed British actor Sir Laurence Olivier as the god Zeus,
and Harry Hamlin as the main character Perseus. Perseus must undertake
one quest after another in the film, with Zeus helping him along the way, as
he seeks to defeat the monstrous Kraken and rescue Princess Andromeda.

1. Conan the Barbarian (1982)
Without a doubt the original Conan movie comes in at number one. Starring
Arnold Schwarzenegger as Conan the Barbarian, this movie chronicles the
rise of Conan from a frail boy to a revenge-fueled barbarian warrior who
seeks retribution against the evil sorcerer, Thulsa Doom, who killed his
parents and whole tribe. Also starring James Earl Jones as the sorcerer and
with a screenplay by Oliver Stone, this movie is single-handedly responsible
for the sword and sandal movie boom of the 1980’s.

Deathstalker (1983)
Fire And Ice (1983)
Flash Gordon (1980)
Hawk The Slayer (1980)
The Sword And The Sorcerer (1982)
Ladyhawke (1985)
Wizards of the Lost Kingdom (1985)
Krull (1983)
The Flight of Dragons (1981)
The Princess Bride (1987)
The Dungeonmaster (1985)
Barbarian Queen (1985)
The Secret of NIMH (1982)
Time Bandits (1981)

Other notable 1980’s fantasy films.

Ator the Fighting Eagle (1982)
The Barbarians (1987)
Red Sonja (1985)
The Black Cauldron (1985)
Highlander (1986)
Erik The Viking (1989)
The Adventures of Baron Munchausen (1988)
The Last Unicorn (1982)
Sword of the Valiant (1984)
Heavy Metal (1981)
Yor, the Hunter from the Future (1983)
Masters of the Universe (1987)
Hercules (1983)
Quest for Fire (1981)
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Artist’s Profile: Michael Rechlin

Where are you from?

Buffalo, NY originally now living in Tennessee.

How long have you been creating art?

Since I was a child as most artists would say. I
would say honestly though from about the age 11
onward I knew that I wanted to be a Professional
Artist.

Do you have any formal art training?

Not much, mostly self taught. A brief stint at Art
School and College.

What inspires the art that you do?

Reading extensively as a child I gravitated toward
Mythology, Folk Tales, Comics and of course,
Dungeons and Dragons. Music also inspires my
art.

What other artists do you admire?

When I was younger I’d definitely have to say
Frazetta, Wrightson, Froud and the guys who
drew for Savage Sword of Conan (too numerous
to list). Later in my early 20’s, Bisley had a
huge impact on me. As of late though, a lot of
European Artists. Paul Bonner, Edouard Guiton,
Claire Wendling and Adrian Smith come to mind.

How has your art changed over time?
It’s gotten better! Ha! Seriously though, I’ve
gotten to the point now where I don’t feel like
throwing everything I draw in a trash can.

How do you prefer to work?

For a long time it was Black and White - Pencil, Ink or Charcoal. Lately though, I’ve been painting a lot trying
to bring my color skills up to where my Monotone work is at.

When you start a new piece of art do you visualize how it will turn out or is it more
improvisational?

I’m not the type of Artist who plans too much ahead, I think that’s where the fun is at, the happy mistakes
that take you somewhere you might not have gone if everything was rigidly planned.

What response do you hope to elicit when people view your work?
Well hopefully, they like it enough to fork over cash and buy pieces from me!

What memorable responses have you had to your work?

Honestly, being juried into GenCon by peers in the industry and having my work published is always great.

What has been your favorite experience with your art?

Being finally at a point in my life where I don’t have to work a day job AND work on my art.

Do you listen to music or watch television while you work and if so, what do you prefer
to have in the background?
Music, depends on my mood what kind. I can go from Death Metal, to Underground Hip-Hop to Folk music
from the 70’s all in one day. Very eclectic with my tastes I guess.
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Do you accept commissions? Are commissions
harder because you have to meet someone else’s
expectations?
Yes, I do commissions. It really depends who commissions
me. Sure, I’ve dealt with some jackasses in my day but funny
thing is when you get to a certain level of skill AND price
point, they seem to go away. Most serious art buyers won’t
waste my time or hassle me too much, they just let me do
what’s best and I haven’t had any complaints!

If you have to choose one of your works to
reprisent you, what would it be?

That’s a tough question. I can’t honestly say any one work
represents me. The funny thing is, most times the work
that most people like is not the work I particularly care for.
Odin, Hugin & Munin comes to mind as a great example. The
piece was basically a sketch I did while knocking back a few
beers one afternoon. It has gone on to make me a substantial
amount of money and is bootlegged by T-shirt makers the
world over. I think the ravens I drew look like shit, but
whatever...

What do you dislike about your work?

How long I spend on my pieces versus what a lot of clients
want to pay for the art these days. It’s frustrating and at times
I think maybe I should cut back on the detail and save myself
some headaches. I guess I’m a glutton for punishment!

What is your favorite medium to work with?

I’ve been really grooving on Charcoal and Acrylic paint lately.

Professionally what goals do you hope to
accomplish?

I think I’ve accomplished most of the goals I set for myself. If anything for now, I would like a laundry list
of clients so there was less downtime between projects. I’ve also been doing more and more conventions.
Ideally down the road, I would love to be just an Independent artist who drew and painted whatever he felt
like and have an audience that would buy that work. Time will tell.

What advice would you give to aspiring artists?

Become a banker! Really though, being an artist is a hard road if you want to do it for a living. I would say
what are you willing to give up for it? Because I’ve given up just about everything but I have no regrets.

What are you currently working on?

Finishing up a game with Blood Moon Miniatures, working on ½ dozen paintings for GenCon and some larger
scale Black and White work for The Scarefest later on this year.

Where can people see your work or find out more about you?

Vikingmyke.deviantart.com, www.facebook.com/michaelrechlinart and my website - www.michaelrechlin.
carbonmade.com. You can also find me poking around on Tumblr, Instagram and Infected by Art.

Do you have any products or websites to promote?

Yes! I’m working on a Beer bottle that once it’s empty it automatically refills itself. The major beer labels are
leaning hard on me though, they don’t want this thing getting out into the public it would be disastrous to
their bottom line! Companies and private clients that want to contact me for Projects and Commission work
can reach me at - https://michaelrechlin.carbonmade.com/contact
All the BestMyke
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The Royal Heir
by Tara Jadestone
ONE

Curse that Sir Arthyr! I wish a thousand deaths upon him. No, I do not mean that. Yes, I do. No, I do
not. Oh, curse my heart for falling for that chivalrous, handsome, knight!
I suffer with every step I take. My feet are swollen from walking for so long, and I fear my food has run
short, as I suspect my water has as well. And even at my young, inexperienced age, I know that being hungry
and thirsty is no good when one is going to have a child.
My legs ache from walking so much, and I cannot help but think I should have heeded the words of a
passing merchant and his wife to stay at a roadside inn some days ago. But I had an urge to keep going east,
feeling as if I were not far enough from Aisville, the town I had grown up in, and where I met my doom: Sir
Arthyr.
The roads stayed green, but people became scarce as I trekked east. I was blessed with food, water,
clothes, and even shelter from kind folk, but I often left them for the solitary life I had condemned myself to.
What good was a man, when he’d no respect, and a woman who was submissive to it?
I vowed from the very day I left my good mama and papa that I would not be that woman, nor raise
one, should the child be a girl. And should the child be a boy... I could only shudder to think he’d take on his
father’s ways.
I had waited for Arthyr the morning he’d left. It was not unusual for him to leave, but for four months I
waited until it was clear he would not return. I received no letter, no messenger to say he would come back as
he always did. And when I realized I would soon be a mother, I knew I could not stay.
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And I left so my papa would not have to face
the shame of having a gullible wench for a daughter,
to be chastised for raising a stupid girl and having
a grandchild out of wedlock. So my papa would not
think of me any less than his own daughter.
After endless walking, I spotted a tree and ran
for it, or at least, quickened my ever-so-slow pace.
I carefully lowered myself onto the ground beneath
the large tree. The shade instantly cooled my head,
and I was able to stretch my toes under my shoes in
relaxation.
But my relief was short lived. The pains
of walking miles with a growing child within me
returned and I gasped, clenching my fists. I shut my
eyes, thinking I would die, here and now. I leaned
back onto the tree and breathed loudly, calming
my tight muscles and fraying nerves. Curse you, Sir
Arthyr!
“Lord have mercy!” a woman’s cry broke my
passing to the next world. I opened my eyes to see
a middle aged woman, dressed finely in silk and an
outrageous broad feathered hat, stepping down from
her carriage and rushing to my side. Her dress was
voluptuous and layered in lace that I had never seen
before.
Instinctively, I reached for my cape to hide my
stomach, but I could not in time. Her eyes widened
and she dropped to my side in a puff.
She felt my head, which I took was burning
since she frowned. Looking over her shoulder, she
called out, “Lance! Come here, give me a hand!”
Lance was a tall, muscular man with the gait
and posture that only reminded me of Sir Arthyr, so I
suspected that he was a knight. Lance made move to
pick me up but I cowered, afraid. The woman smiled
sadly at me.
“You have nothing to be afraid of, my dear
child. My husband will not hurt you.” Hearing the
word husband, I relaxed. Lance put one muscled
arm under my knees and the other behind my back
before lifting me up with a grunt. “Carefully,” the
woman added as she stood up to follow after us.
The sword pinned at my hip swayed,
bumping into my side. I swallowed back the pain I
felt, for Lance and his wife were doing me good. The
lady gently removed it from my belt, and I stared
mournfully at it as she told their coach driver to hold
it. The sword - and the child - was all I had left of
Arthyr.

The coachman then opened the door and I
flushed at the sight of two girls, one who looked my
age and the other some years younger than I within.
They helped me to lie on the soft, leather seats and I
almost sighed in relief.
Their mother soon entered, and the three
made a tight fit on the other side of the carriage
while Lance took his seat with the driver.
With a slap of the reins, the coach swerved
to a right and headed backwards, towards the
destination they had been coming from.
For once, since the night I left, I felt as if my
life had taken a turn to the bright side.
***

I was taken to a country estate, which housed
the DeLot’s four-person family and a squadron
of maids, cooks, stable-hands, and guards. As I
expected, the DeLots were foreigners from the
neighboring kingdom of Sangrin, and spoke with a
lilting accent.
Lady Isabella, the Lady of the House, was
especially kind to me, despite her obvious noble
lineage. Her husband, Lance, seemed just as kind,
and I can only thank the heavens for having such
kind folk find me when they had.
Their two daughters, Emmaline and Caterina,
were shy and did not visit as often, but were
gentle nonetheless. They sought to help me when
they could; and often during Caterina’s visits, she
spoke of the Fae creatures -Centaurs- that roamed
their fields come Springtime. Emmaline, however,
wrinkled her nose at the mention of them and said
they were nothing but “bad news” for Camilot.
“How so?” I asked her. Being in Aisville, not
much word from the kingdom’s affairs were brought
our way.
“Why, with King U’terr ill and his son abroad
to find the cure, the Fae could destroy us,” Emmaline
said, green eyes blazing. “Someone must do
something. I’ve grown accustomed to Camilot, and
do not intend for such a place to fall to ruin.”
Caterina only shifted in her seat beside her
sister.
“And you do not think so, Caterina?” I timidly
asked. She twisted her golden locks before nodding.
“The Centaur are noble creatures. They have
not harmed us since we stepped foot in this estate
ten years ago. Even though many see magyk in a bad
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light, I do not think they will harm us.”
“Not yet,” Emmaline muttered. Her sister only
frowned. I assumed that Caterina, being the younger,
was bound to be quite opposing to her older sister’s
opinions.
“Then let us hope they will not,” I finished.
The two sisters nodded and stood up to say their
good-nights. Feeling a slight movement in my
stomach, I added, “And do call the midwife.”
TWO

Prince Arthyr gazed out to the small, serene
town of Aisville. Life for him had not been easy,
having to leave his Elle just as life had begun to
make sense to him. His father’s ailing health did not
help matters either, forcing him to return abruptly
without a goodbye or note telling why he’d gone.
When he’d finally found time to send one of
his loyal knights to Aisville -nearly a year later- Elle
had left. Her father was outraged and her mother in
tears, as Gwain had put it. The two had shooed the
knight off their property the moment they knew he
had come on Arthyr’s behalf.
“My daughter is gone because of that
scoundrel!” cried the mother.
“I’ve lost not just her, but my pride as well,”
the father said.
Arthyr shook his head. If any of them had
known, he was Prince Arthyr - and not just sir Arthyr
- things would have gotten out of hand.
Arthyr then turned to face the large willow
tree the two used to meet each day at dusk. He
longed to see her there, sitting down and gazing into
the world before her, waiting for him. But she was
not, and not likely to return there. Not after what
had happened.
He knelt to the ground and laid the scabbard
of his sword, given to him by his father, beside the
tree. Staring up at the sky before him, Arthyr prayed
she was in good hands and his sword still at her
waist.
“Arthyr!”
He turned to see Persyval, one of two knights
that had accompanied him on his “hunt”. Persyval
was tall, taller than Arthyr, much more muscular,
and with a head of blonde hair and blue-grey eyes.
Arthyr was lucky Elle had seen him first, and not the
kind giant.
“What is it?” Perhaps they had found her
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tracks?
“We’ve found tracks,” Persyval answered, his
gaze flittering over to his highness’s scabbard lying
by the trunk. “Of some Fae. They should not be far.”
Arthyr held back a sigh. “How many, and what
kind, Perse?”
“My guess would be a swarm of faeries, but
Gwain says there could be more.” Perse looked away
from Arthyr, feeling slightly intruding. “Do we follow
up on them, Arthyr? Or do we head back?”
“One of these Fae creatures has the cure for
Father. We will go on in our search,” Arthyr said
standing up. Although Arthyr had not said it aloud,
Perse knew what his true motivation was for going
on.
The knight turned and walked off to meet
Gwain while Arthyr hung back.
“I will find you, Elle. I promise you that,” he
said, his voice carrying itself into the winds. “I will
never stop looking for you.”
Arthyr knew how hollow his words sounded,
but he meant them.
Heading back over to his horse, where his
two knights had already mounted, Arthyr hesitated
briefly. He looked back at the willow tree. Heaving a
sigh, Arthyr mounted onto his horse and slapped the
reins into motion.
Arthyr, and his two, ever-so-loyal knights of
Camilot raced west, the air shimmering in fae dust
and promises that went unsaid.
THREE
From tears, blood, screams, and profuse
swearing, a child was born. My child was born. His
beautiful face was like the sun, bright and warm, and
thus I named him Solaer.
Lady Isabella was mighty pleased, as if the
child were her own grandson, and for this I could
only smile at my good fortune.
However, it was not so easy raising a child,
even with the help of Lady Isabella’s hired nurse,
Samira. She was young, like I, but was more reserved
and skilled in midwifery as her mother had once
been.
At times, I would get frustrated by Solaer’s
-naturally- childish actions that I could not handle.
His need for attention and constant cries were only
some of the troubles I dealt with in trying to raise
him for the past year. But at the end of the day, I

would find myself sleeping next to him, wishing for
this happiness never to end.
But today, Emmaline would return home as a
betrothed woman, as fiancé to an Earl to their native
home, Sangrin.
Outside in the hills of Lady Isabella’s country
estate, Samira and I were with Solaer, enjoying the
good weather. The fields were rich in life, with green
rolling hills and sparse trees, and flowers littered
across the fields. The sky was a dusky blue, but the
rays of sunlight pierced through darkening clouds.
A wandering group of Fae Centaur
approached, startling us. They bowed their heads,
as if to apologize for their behavior. Solaer giggled at
the sight of them, and outstretched his arms in their
direction.
Letting him go, I watched as he crawled
towards the Fae eagerly, without a doubt of fear.
“Gabrielle?”
I turned to see Lady Isabella making her way
towards us, huffing at the distance she had to cross
to get here.
“What are you still doing here, outside?” She
asked, “Emmaline’s betrothed and relations will be
here soon.” She also looked out towards the road,
probably hoping for her husband Lance to come
back from his journeys in time to see his daughter
arrive.
“I... I thought... I was to stay away, as I am not
part of your esteemed family,” I spluttered, shocked
that she did not want me away from the foreign
nobles.
“Dear me, did I lead you to think such? My
girl, I want you to join the banquet. I’ve set your
wardrobe in order just for it.” I was shocked by her
words and remained silent. “Come along, Gabrielle,”
she said, smiling now. I looked over my shoulder
at Samira, who nodded, and quickly followed Lady
Isabella back to their large two-story mansion.
Entering my large chamber, Lady Isabella
showed me an elegant light blue dress made of satin.
I stared at it in awe, never having owned anything as
fancy.
After washing myself up, Lady Isabella’s still
unwed daughter, Caterina came in to help me fit into
the dress. She herself wore the same dress, but in a
lavender color. I gave a small twirl for Lady Isabella
when I was done, for once, feeling as young as I was.
“You look simply wonderful!” Caterina

exclaimed, her face beaming. I blushed at the
compliment. “Why, you may have all the attention on
the dance floor!” But both Caterina and I knew that
Emmaline’s golden voice would be no match for us,
but the thought of it still made me smile. Her mother
nodded in agreement.
Lady Isabella then clapped and smiled
broadly. “You will certainly catch the eye of every
suitable man at the banquet,” she said.
I felt my happiness waver.
Did I want that?
Caterina seemed to see my conflicted
emotions and walked over to me to embrace me.
“You’ve waited a year, for him, Gab. Isn’t
that long enough?” she whispered, pulling away
and staring into my eyes. I swallowed. Yes, it was,
I wanted to say, but the words would not leave my
throat.
Instead I gave a slight nod. “I must see
to Solaer now,” I said quickly walking out of my
chamber, and leaving the two behind.
Walking closer to the hill, I noticed that I
could not see Solaer or Samira there. I quickened my
pace.
Following the Centaur tracks, I found the two,
but they were not the only ones there.
Kneeling beside Solaer was a helmeted
knight, and some paces away from them were two
others upon horseback. Samira was shyly speaking
to the taller of the two. The Centaur were also there,
pawing the ground and snorted to announce my
arrival.
“Milady!” Samira said, looking over at me and
smiling.
The knight turned and looked up as well. I
felt my heart stop at his shocked azure colored eyes
locked onto mine.
I felt the walls within me crumble. For a year
I’d kept myself solid. For Solaer. For myself. And now
it was gone with just one look.
“Elle?”
FOUR

Arthyr could not believe his eyes. He was
seeing his Elle. Here and now. She walked forward
bravely and quickly picked up the little boy from his
reach. Solaer fidgeted for a second, as if not to leave
Arthyr’s side. Samira, the young nursemaid, abruptly
stopped her conversation with Perse to stand away,
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her head bowed. Arthyr closed his eyes, Elle’s
presence -so close- pained and aroused him deeply.
When he’d regained his emotions, the three
had gone.
Arthyr turned to look at Gwain and Perse.
The two nodded, answering the question he had not
voiced.
“I can’t believe it,” Arthyr said after a while,
wistfully staring at where Elle had once been, and
then back to where Solaer was. “She... is a mother.”
“Do you think-?” Perse let his question hang,
gravely staring at his prince.
“I... I, well, yes,” Arthyr muttered, suddenly
feeling uncomfortable. There was a fully good
chance Solaer was his. But then again...
The sound of thundering hooves approaching
caught his attention. Two more knights, found on
the road as Arthyr had journeyed the past year Sir Tristan Raez and foreign Sir Lance Delot. The
two were out of their prime years, but were great
warriors nonetheless.
“Highness, we’ve found-” Sir Tristan stopped,
seeing that the three were surrounded by the
grazing Centaur. Sir Lance smiled as he surveyed the
fae creatures.
“I did try to tell you these Centaur come
during the spring seasons,” he said, dismounting to
approach one. He looked over his shoulder to the
prince and grinned. “Welcome to my estate.”
Gwain let his jaw drop. “This, this is all
yours?” he gaped.
“Indeed it is. My manor lies just over the
hill and field,” he jutted his chin slightly to indicate
where.
Arthyr quickly put the pieces together of his
words.
“There isn’t a young maiden with a son living
nearby, is there?”
“Yes, there is,” Lance replied frowning slightly.
“Gabrielle lives with me.” Arthyr blinked. Was it
possible that his Elle had moved on... and had a child
with Lance? It was not possible. It just couldn’t.
Arthyr cleared his throat; the look that Gwain
and Perse were sending him did not ease his hurting
chest.
“May we rest here, Lance? We’ve been on a
hard ride for two days,” he said, walking over to his
steed to brush her mane. “We will see to these fae
horses later when we have rested some.”
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“Of course,” Lance replied humbly, bowing
his head slightly. Arthyr’s mouth went dry, and he
turned away, unable to look at his knight. He thought
he’d found the best knights in the realm - and
perhaps he had - but now it seemed as if Lance’s
presence pained him.
He brushed aside his feelings and
remembered there were other things that needed to
be done. Like the cure that needed to be found.
The five mounted their steeds and slowly
made their way through the hills and fields, the
distant sound of music floating around them.
FIVE

“I am so sorry, Gab! If I knew he was
Solaer’s-”
“It’s alright, Samira,” I said, for the third
time, forcing a smile. She looked down, then quickly
looked back up at me.
“Am... am I to tell the others about...?”
“No!” My response had come before any
thought as we made our way to Solaer’s chamber.
He’d yawned twice before we’d even neared the
house. “Please don’t.”
Samira frowned. “Why?”
“If I tell the others, they will tell Lance. And
Lance is a knight of Camilot, as is Arthyr. The two
may know of each other and Lance may speak of me
to him... where I am at... “ Samira looked skeptical of
my claims. I mentally prayed she would believe it;
she was smarter than anyone I knew.
“Alright,” she said at last, as I tucked Solaer
into his basinet. Solaer’s tired eyes closed, sleep
overcoming him. “But if he’s here, and has seen you,
then he most certainly knows you live here. With his
son.”
I closed my eyes, leaning against the basinet.
“That’s why I must leave.”
Samira gaped at me, clearly surprised at what
I had said. In truth, I was myself, but I knew it had to
be done.
“Lady Isabella would never allow you to
leave. No, not like this.”
But I had to. I couldn’t face Arthyr. Not yet.
Maybe not ever. Raising Solaer was a blessing and
a taunt enough. I quickly looked away, ashamed to
have thought of my baby boy as anything but a child
of wonder.
The soft vibrations of music playing below

broke the silence between us.
“Just stay the night,” Samira whispered.
“Emmaline is coming home tonight. At least say your
good-bye to her.” I knew she was right. One more
night would not hurt. I nodded and took my time
going down the steps, dreading how I’d tell Lady
Isabella of my sudden leave, when I heard Lance’s
deep voice slice through the music-filled air.
When had he arrived?
I quickened my pace into the parlor, which
had been set up neatly for Emmaline’s return: lush
settees lined the walls blanketed in flower petals,
golden chandeliers hung low on the ceilings, and
tables had been set for a feast of many.
Lance’s voice hushed the chatter and music
playing, announcing a most revered guest had
arrived.
“His highness, Prince Arthyr.”
I gasped, along with every other female in
the parlor. His highness bowed grandly, his knight’s
helmet tucked under his arm. When he stood
upright, I froze.
I felt the world tilt under me, and I struggled
to keep myself from falling, when Emmaline,
gorgeous in her white, flowing gown, caught sight of
me.
“Gabrielle!” she exclaimed, walking away
from the tall, tanned nobleman who had been
holding her hand. But I could not look at her, for the
moment my name had been spoken aloud, Arthyr,
no, his highness stared at me, a look of pain and
longing crossed his face. My breathing slowed, as
I looked at him, a daze sweeping over me. I was
dreaming. I had to be.
“It has been too long!” Emmaline wrapped
me in a quick embrace before taking my hand and
dragging me towards the man she had been with.
Beside him, Lady Isabella, Lance, and Caterina stood,
smiling as I drew nearer.
But I could not smile back. The man I loved,
the father of Solaer, stood no less than a yard from
where I was now. I wanted to run, to hide, but I could
not. I fought back tears as Lance tugged me into a
bear of a hug, enough to get me jolted awake of the
situation I was in.
When Lance let go, I turned to face Lady
Isabella and opened my mouth to tell her I would
leave, that I had to, but stopped myself the moment
he spoke.

“Elle?”
That name, one that had never been spoken
for an entire year, reeled me back to my past, a past
I had longed to forget, a past that haunted my very
existence. I closed my eyes, his voice so close, so real,
made me tremble.
At my silence, Lance spoke. “Your highness,
do you know our Gabrielle?”
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“I believe I do. May I speak with her?”
“Of course, your highness,” Lance said, brows
knitted in confusion; the others looked at me with
the same perplexed look.
I took a deep breath, and turned to face him.
Arthyr. Sir Athyr. No. I turned to face Prince Arthyr,
the man I had so blindly -and unknowingly- loved.
He gingerly took my hand and walked us out
of the room. His touch awakened a part of me that I
had longed since forgotten. The part that loved him.
“Elle,” he whispered, his voice soft and almost
unbearable for me to hear. “My Elle, is it really you?”
I could not stop the tears that fell as I gazed
up at his face that had changed from the young,
happy Arthyr I knew, into the pained, princely
Arthyr that stood before me now.
His hand had not released mine, and the
music had begun to play again, low but loud enough
for us to hear.
I could not answer him. So many emotions,
so many words, threatened to spill, but I could not
sort them. I wanted to yell at him for leaving me, yet
I wanted to kiss him for coming back.
Silently, he placed his other hand upon
the small of my back and pulled me into a slow
dance, one that we’d done enough times for me to
remember the steps exactly, even when I felt to do
the opposite.
“Elle I missed you so much,” he whispered
against my hair, sending a chill down my spine. “I’m
sorry I left you. I truly am.” I let his words wash over
me. It was what I wanted to hear. What I wanted to
believe. “My father, the King-”
But I broke from his hold then. Those words,
they were the words I needed to hear because it was
the truth none of us could deny.
I mustered all the strength I could, for Solaer
and myself, and I looked him in the eyes. “Your
highness, I know of King U’terr’s ailing health and
your search for his cure. I do not want to hinder you
in your quest to find it. I will make my leave at your
command.”
Arthyr blinked rapidly, a sign I knew meant
my words had struck.
“Elle... why? Why must you do this? I am still
your Arthyr,” he insisted, once more taking a hold of
my hand, but I shook free, swallowing back the bile
rising in my throat. “We can still be together, like we
planned-”
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“But that was a lie!” Arthyr gazed at me, wideeyed from my outburst. But I wasn’t going to stop
there. “All of it was. They were all lies. You were no
ordinary knight of Camilot. You were its prince, and
you promised, we planned, a life together and you
just ran!”
“Oh, Elle-”
“I want nothing to do with you!”
But inside, I do.
I glared angrily at him, tears staining my face,
as his forehead creased, blinking rapidly. I turned
around quickly, and started walking away, feeling
numb inside. How could I have said that to him? He
needed to hear it. But he had looked so hurt.
“Then tell me this, Elle: is that boy, is he my
son?”
His words made me stop involuntarily,
a sensation of fear racing across my spine. My
breathing quickened, unsure of what to answer him
with. The truth? Or a lie? It was now or never.
“Yes.”
SIX

Yes.
The word left Arthyr breathless. He, only
twenty-one, was so young a father. Elle had turned to
look at Arthyr, the expression upon his face making
her eyes water.
“Do not dare come near me or my son again,
Arthyr Pendragin,” she said coldly.
“Elle, I did not-”
But she had turned and left before he could
stop her.
Arthyr shut his eyes tightly, pressing his fists
to his forehead in regret. What had he done now?
How long had he waited for this moment, all to fall to
ruins? No, he couldn’t let that happen. He would not
let Elle to leave him again.
He made his way back slowly, hoping that his
years spent training to hide emotions at court would
help him now.
The moment Arthyr stepped inside Lance’s
manor, his knights raced to his side.
“Arthyr! What happened out there?” Perse
asked.
“And why did the lady run off on you?” Gwain
asked, knowing Arthyr knew exactly who he was
referring to.
“Never mind that; where is Elle’s nurse? I

must speak with her.” Arthyr knew the best way to
learn more of his son would be through the woman
who he’d met before. Perhaps she would assist him
in trying to earn Elle’s trust again.
“Samira? What does she play in this, your
highness?” Lance asked, knitting his eyebrows.
Arthyr smiled inwardly at Lance. He was not the
father of the boy. Thank the Heavens. But Arthyr
quickly cleared his throat, his knights awaiting an
answer.
“Fetch her, Lance. It is a matter of utmost
importance. I will speak of this later with you all in
a more private manner,” Arthyr said, knowing the
entire court of foreign nobles here were watching
the speculation.
The knight nodded at his prince’s command,
waving a hand to one of his daughters -Caterina, was
it? - and telling her to bring the nurse. The girl left in
a dash.
Gwain and Perse frowned at Arthyr, but spoke
no more as the other knights questioned him.
“What connection do you have to that girl,
Arthyr?” Tristan asked in a low voice.
Arthyr looked away, towards the dark
stairwell that Caterina had run off to get the nurse. “I
know her,” was all he could manage, feeling Lance’s
unwavering gaze on him. It would not take long,
Arthyr thought, for Lance to realize how well he
knew her.
At that moment, Samira, walking steadily
towards him, appeared with Caterina.
When she approached Arthyr, she swiftly
raised her hand and slapped him, her eyes wet with
unshed tears.
Instantly, the room went into uproar.
The knights drew their sword, all but Perse,
whose hand lay tightly on the hilt of his sword, and
Lance who grabbed Samira by the arm away from
Arthyr. The noblewomen gasped and the men began
shouting punishments the rash girl should face for
harming her monarch.
Arthyr put a hand to his stinging cheek,
knowing he deserved it.
“You monster,” Samira growled, angry tears
streaming down her cheeks. “You are no prince,
Arthyr Pendragin!”
“Samira! How dare you insult his highness?!”
Lance shouted, but Arthyr raised a hand to stop him.
Samira knew something he did not.

“She’s gone because of you, you-”
“What do you mean, ‘gone’?” Arthyr
interrupted, feeling the blood in his face drain.
“Gone,” she repeated.
Arthyr made a run for the stairwell, his
knights taking pursuit. He paused as he found
himself in a dimly lit corridor, but found one of the
doors to a chamber slightly ajar and raced for that
one.
Within the chamber was a basinet, made with
blue cotton and silk. It was empty, a blanket from
it having fallen upon the floor in haste. The large
wardrobe some feet away was open, its contents
rummaged through and half-empty of clothing. The
candle burning was tall and fresh; it had been lit only
moments before.
Arthyr rushed to the open window, which
was letting in cool drafts of air.
In the distance there was a carriage making
its way out of the manor’s gates and into the forest
roadway. Accompanied by the carriage were the
horse fae, circling the carriage as if protecting it.
Arthyr gripped the sill of the window, before
swiftly turning around. He could catch them if only
he“You are not going after her.” Gwain stated.
Arthyr glanced at Gwain, who stood beside Perse.
Tristan and Lance were behind them, hands crossed
over their chest. “You know why you cannot, Arthyr.”
Arthyr opened his mouth to protest; he was
prince. He could do as he liked, but decided against
it. These men were more loyal to him than any
advisor.
“Do you mind explaining, your highness, what
this is all about?” Tristan asked.
“And why Gabrielle is involved?” Lance added,
although his own speculations had begun to form.
Arthyr gazed at Gwain and Perse. They
nodded and turned to speak with the other two in
hushed tones. Arthyr turned back to gaze out the
window, seeing the carriage become smaller and
smaller until he could not see it at all.
This is not good-bye, he thought. I will find
you againHis thought was interrupted by Lance’s shout.
Arthyr spun around to find Lance’s face red. From
embarrassment or anger, Arthyr could not tell.
“Your highness, how could you? Not a day
went by without my family seeing Gabrielle in pain.
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Pain you have caused her!” Lance whispered harshly.
Tristan only watched Arthyr, pity written upon his
frown.
“Please, Lance, forgive me,” Arthyr whispered.
“I never meant for any of it. I swear I-”
“It makes no difference,” Lance interjected,
running a hand through his hair in frustration.
“How am I to tell Elizabeth she is gone? And my
daughters?”
“I don’t see it makes any difference whether
she is gone or not,” Tristan said at last, his loud voice
cutting through the hushed atmosphere. “You are
due back to the castle to be wed anyhow.”
Gwain and Perse stared at the floor from
Tristan’s words. Lance swore under his breath,
giving Arthyr a side-long glance, unable to meet the
prince’s eye.
“I know,” was all Arthyr could say, his heart
aching at the very thought, “to the Lady Guinevere.”
SEVEN

The Centaurs galloped around the carriage as
I held tightly to Solaer, who had trouble going back
to sleep. The coachman was silent, and I wished I
had thought to bring currency with me to pay him
for his service.
I sighed, wishing I had not left the manor.
No, it was good that I had. But it had felt so good so natural - to be with Arthyr. Until I saw the look
on his face when I told him Solaer was his son. His
own flesh and blood, and he’d paled so fast, it was
obvious he had wished I had said no.
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Solaer’s fretful whimpers broke me from my
thoughts. I cooed and rocked him into a light nap,
before gazing at the dark sky. Where was I to stay at?
And with whom?
The coachman, no longer guided by the
Centaur, arrived in a small village. The dirt street
was nearly empty of people, and the cottages shut
for the night.
However, the coachman pulled the horses
to a halt before helping me down, motioning me to
follow him towards a large establishment, where
the window within was bright with candles and
shadows of people.
“Where are we going?” I asked nervously,
clutching Solaer and my bag of possessions a little
more tightly. The sign outside the establishment
labeled The Lake. He gave me a small smile.
“A friend o’ mine, lady. Tha man’s a nice one.
He’ll let ya stay the night.” Seeing my aghast look, he
added, “My friend’s an innkeepa. Name’s Merlyn.”
I sighed in relief as the coachman opened
the door to the inn, basking us in a warm glow that
reminded me of the hearth at Lady Isabella’s manor.
Inside, men, women, and children sat in tables or by
the fireplace eating and drinking.
A woman, seemingly in her mid-twenties,
smiled broadly as we entered and whisked us onto
the bar-side stools.
“G’d evenin’, how may I be of service?”
she asked, her voice enchanting to listen to. The
coachman shook his head but smiled.
“This good lady needs a place ta stay for tha

night. And I best be off before my master sees I’ve
left ma duties.”
And with that, the good coachman left swiftly.
Solaer shifted in my arms, causing the woman to
peer down at him.
“Ah, what a beauty ya got there, miss,” she
said smiling and looking up at me. “The name’s
Evienne. But the people ‘ere call me Lady of the Lake
‘cause my husband owns this inn.”
“Gabrielle,” I said after a moment. “And your
husband, is his name Merlyn?”
“Yes, that’s his name. Now lemme get ya some
food, alright?”
I hesitated. How would I pay for it? Evienne
took notice of my look and smiled kindly.
“Well then, Gabrielle, how ‘bout ya eat what I
give ya and have the night on me. In exchange, I want
the name of the boy’s father. Deal?”
I nodded. “Deal.”
After a warm supper of soup and a desert
of pudding, Evienne led me towards the stairwell
leading to the rented rooms.
As we made our way through the corridor,
a man with black hair so dark it appeared blue
and a kind face walked over to us. He looked to be
Evienne’s age and was a head taller than us. The
moment he noticed Solaer in my arms, he gaped at
me, eyes wide in utter disbelief.
“Merlyn, dear,” Evienne said, putting a hand
on his arm to snap him out of his sudden shock. “Are
ya feeling okay?”
“Evienne, that child, I’ve seen him-” he broke
off, shaking his head. A chill went down my spine at
his words. What about my child? And how did this
man, who I’d never seen before, know of Solaer?
Evienne glanced my way before ushering us into an
empty room.
I sat down on the flat bed, my arms aching
from having to hold Solaer for so long. I watched
as Merlyn and Evienne whispered, occasionally
glancing my way. I could not help but feel scared by
what was happening. What did Merlyn mean? When
had he seen Solaer?
At last the two turned to face me.
“Miss Gabrielle, I am very sorry if you have
felt offended in any way by my actions,” Merlyn
began.
“We’ll not bother you any longer.” Evienne
took Merlyn by the arm before I could utter a

response. The door was quietly shut and I did not
have the energy to get up and run after Merlyn to
seek the answers to the questions that itched upon
my tongue.
I gazed down at Solaer’s sleeping face, before
I noticed something began to shimmer in the air
before me. Instinctively, I shielded Solaer from it,
unable to tell who or what it was.
The air began to settle down and a piece of
parchment fell to the floor.
I stared at it and glanced back at the small,
but locked window behind me. There was no way it
could have blown in.
Trying to keep calm, I gently laid Solaer onto
the pillow before turning to face the parchment.
With a shaky hand, I lifted it to see words appear at
my touch.
In a fright, I threw the parchment away from
me, backing away. What was that, some sort of fae
magyk? I shook my head. I must have gone mad
from having to leave my second home on account of
Arthyr. Humans with magyk had ceased to exist after
the White War, hadn’t they?
Tightly shutting my eyes, I counted to three
before re-opening them. The parchment still lay on
the floor, unchanged.
Curiosity burned within me. I had to know
what it said. Taking a cautious step forward, I once
more lifted the parchment from the floor. The black
ink scrawled across it, forming into letters. It read:
Make haste once the bell tower has rung twelve.
Outside I will speak of your son, so long as this
remains in privacy. Merlyn.
Upon reading the last words, the parchment
lit on fire. With a small shriek I let go, although
nothing of it was left but ashes as it hit the floor.
Evienne rushed into the room after hearing
my shriek. “What’s wrong, Gabrielle?”
I thought of telling her what I’d seen, but
there was nothing to prove it with. And the note had
sought privacy had it not?
“No, I... I thought I saw a rodent,” I spluttered.
She gave a small sigh before taking a quick look
around and walking out.
I sat back down, tired yet unable to fall asleep
beside Solaer. I could not stop thinking of the note.
Had I imagined it? How could Merlyn have sent it?
It was not possible for such things to happen, for
notes and words to appear before one’s eyes and
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disappear the next moment, yet it had. Could it be
possible that Merlyn was more than just an inn
keeper?
The heavy sound of a bell had begun to ring. I
watched Solaer, caressing his soft cheek as he slept.
There was only one way to know for sure.
Outside, the bell rang twelve.
***

Merlyn stood outside, the silent town
illuminated by the moon’s aura. As I neared, Merlyn
glanced up, his dark eyes glistening in the silver
light.
“I do not know how to say this, but your son,
he will kill the king,” Merlyn said in a rush, as if the
words spilled out of him uncontrollably. I gaped at
him. Solaer would never.
“You jest,” for it was the only words that
would come out.
“I wish I were,” Merlyn replied, looking at the
ground. My shock turned to anger. How could this
man accuse my boy of such a heinous crime? Before I
could speak, Merlyn went on. “Avienne told me not to
speak of this to you, but I had to. I cannot just let this
go, Gabrielle,” he insisted, looking at me with earnest
eyes. “I have seen your son, so many nights ago, and
now, he is here. It is unjust to say this to you, but... I
could not...” Merlyn stopped, shaking his head. “Do
not let Mordred kill the king.”
My eyes widened slightly. “Mordred?” I
repeated dully, a feeling of relaxation flowing over
my body. “My son’s name is Solaer.”
EIGHT

Arthyr spent the rest of the evening speaking
with the foreign nobles. Often they would question
what they had seen, and Arthyr could only say it was
all a misunderstanding, and no harm was meant.
However, Arthyr was pained deeply by
Samira’s actions. She gave him glares and refused to
speak to him when it concerned Solaer or Elle. He
knew this meant how much Elle must now despise
him, and it only crushed what little hope Arthyr had
left in him.
After much talk and dancing, the nobles made
their farewells. Arthyr could not have been any
much relieved by their leaving. He hoped his rash
actions now would not affect the relationship when
the time arose for a unity of Camilot and Sangrin, the
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kingdom Lance’s daughter had married into.
“Arthyr, I think we should stay the night. Make
our leave back to the castle at daylight,” Gwain said,
the house now quiet with an eerie sense. The other
nights agreed, although Lance was not present.
“Of course,” Arthyr nodded but he wanted to
do anything but. How could he let her go, again? By
daylight, she would be gone, out of his reach.
“And perhaps let Lance stay with his new sonin-law for some time before joining us.” Perse added.
The knights agreed to this as well.
Arthyr walked back to Elle’s chamber without
another word. Locking himself in, he lay with his
back against the door, eyes closed.
He could never explain why he felt so
crushed. Or why it took him all his willpower not to
jump out the open window and make a run for her.
He had always lost himself when he was with Elle
-as if he forgot he was prince and duty-bound to
Camilot- even now when he knew she was running
from him. Yet if Arthyr could ask for one thing now,
he knew what it would be: to have his Elle back. He
wanted to run his fingers through her hair again, feel
her lips on his, to hold her again knowing she was
his forever.
He could imagine Elle leaning over the blue
silky basinet to pick up their son and kiss the boy.
She turned to face him andA slight knocking forced Arthyr to come back
to reality.
He could hear whispers from behind the
thick wood, but could not tell what they said. Arthyr
clenched his jaw, wondering what he would say to
his knights. They did not understand what he was
going through, and the feeling of having to tell them
would be all too uncomfortable. He was reliving
everything he’d tried -and failed- to forget.
“Arthyr, open this damn door,” Gwain’s voice
called from outside. Arthyr smiled a bit at his harsh
language, knowing well that Gwain only did so when
he’d too much to drink.
Arthyr slowly rose to his feet before
unlatching the door to let in his knights. However,
only Gwain and Samira stood before him. Arthyr
allowed the two in, taking notice of Gwain’s slight
jerky movements with amusement. Samira held her
head bowed, her dark hair falling over her eyes so
he could not see the anger that had been burning
within them.

“I am sorry, your highness,” she whispered
to him, as if she were ashamed to say the words. “I
misjudged you carelessly, and I beg for your forgive-”
“Get to the point,” Gwain interrupted before
belching loudly. Samira giggled, now unable to keep
a straight face. “Oh, excuse me,” he muttered, a hand
held on the wall to keep himself upright. “Perhaps
too much wine-”
Arthyr caught him by the under-arms before
Gwain’s massive body could lay ruin to the scene
of Elle’s departure. He could not risk changing or
damaging any bit of it.
Gwain immediately lurched to his feet. “I
should go lay down...” he made a move to leave, but
Arthyr caught his arm. “Let me go, I can do this. No
drink can beat me, Arthrr,” he said, slurring his last
word. Arthyr did as he asked, watching him leave
and shut the door behind him, feeling only slightly
better by Gwain’s drunk attempt to make him feel
better.
Arthyr turned back to look at Samira, who
stood awkwardly as she gazed at him through her
lashes.
“I accept your apology, Samira, is it?” Arthyr
finally said. She nodded.
“Yes... and I truly am sorry. Persyval told me,
and, Gab... she doesn’t know... she thinks you left her
because you never truly loved her.”
Hearing those words made Arthyr’s head
swim, back to the memory when Elle had told
him she wanted nothing to do with him. He began
blinking his eyes rapidly, the one way he knew
stopped his tears from falling, and turned away from
Samira.
“But Gab, every night... she tells stories to
Solaer. About you.” Arthyr quickly glanced back at
her, his eyebrows raised, his broken heart slowly
coming back together. “She says the most wonderful
things,” Samira went on, wiping away a stray tear.
“But she couldn’t today.” Arthyr twisted the loose
chain on his armor, trying to keep his mind off the
pain. “Arthyr-”
He looked over at her, his head slightly cocked
at her informal recognition of him.
“Oh! I didn’t mean to, your highness! I don’t
know what came over me-” she stopped speaking as
Arthyr put a hand on her shoulder and smiled.
“It is alright. If you see me as Arthyr, then to
you I am Arthyr.” Her eyes lit up at his words and she

finally smiled. “What was it you were to tell me?”
Arthyr inquired.
She motioned for him to follow her to
a canopy bed in the corner of the chamber. It’s
size was not as grand as it deserved to be, Arthyr
thought, knowing it was the bed Elle slept on.
“Over here,” Samira said, pointing to the
headboard of the bed. There, in its own scabbard,
was the sword Arthyr had given to Elle. “Gab told me
to give it to you,” she said in a low voice. “It’s yours,
is it not?”
Arthyr nodded and leaned over to unsheathe
it.
The sword rang in his ears as the candelight
flickered across its thin edge. Its effulgence lit
Arthyr’s blue eyes as he remembered the day he’d
given it to Elle. She had been so happy, and she -nor
he then- knew what its true significance was. But
Arthyr knew it now. He’d given his father’s sword
-which the king had named Excalibur- to her, a sign
he knew meant just how much he really loved her,
even when he hadn’t been aware of it until she had
left him.
Arthyr heard Samira walk out and shut the
door behind her, but he did not take notice. He sat
down upon the bed, staring at Excalibur’s steel,
willing it with his mind to stir memories of his Elle.
There had been many joyous times...
Loud knocking awoke Arthyr. Lying beside
him was Elle, sleeping blissfully. He ignored the
knocks and settled back into a light sleep, still
intoxicated by the night’s events. The knocking
resumed, louder, and at last Arthyr quickly stood up
fumbling to clothe himself in time before the noise
woke Elle.
Opening the door just a crack, Arthyr glared
at his knights, Gwain and Perse, who were oddly
dressed in their armor at this time of day.
“Leave me be,” Arthyr said angrily. “Was it not
clear to you that-”
“Arthyr, we just received news that King
U’terr is dying. You are needed at the castle at once!”
Perse said hastily. Arthyr gaped at him, his mind
trying to understand what his knight had just told
him.
“How... I... I cannot,” he spluttered, gazing
back at Elle’s sleeping silhouette, his mind fuzzy and
heart aching. “I just...”
“We must go now, or else the other knights
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will come for you. And you know they cannot know
of her,” Gwain said in a low voice.
“Alright,” Arthyr muttered, shutting the door
quietly to gaze back at Elle. She shifted in her sleep,
but did not wake. Arthyr made move to go back to
her, but remembered he could not. His father needed
him.
As he dressed himself, he could not decide
whether or not to wake Elle. She certainly had
to know, but he knew she would not let him go-something he himself did not want to do if it meant
leaving her. But still groggy from sleep, Arthyr could
not look beyond what was going on now. And now
meant he had to be with his father.
Taking his last moment to kiss her forehead,
and whisper, “I love you,” Arthyr ran out of the inn
and into the sun’s brilliant light.
***

“Wake up, Arthyr,” something whispered,
shaking his shoulder roughly. The tip of Excalibur
found its way to Tristan’s throat. The knight did not
flinch. Arthyr blinked the sleep from his eyes, barely
remembering what he’d dreamt of and pushed
himself up, realizing he’d fallen asleep on the bed in
his armor.
Arthyr soon regretted it as he stood up, his
muscles aching from having to be confined. He gazed
out the window, where the sun’s radiance put the
manor’s valley into a golden light, flexing his sore
arms and turning to Tristan.
“Why have you woken me up so late?” Arthyr
demanded, rubbing his face with water from the
bowl that Tristan held. The knight frowned.
“The others refused to wake you, so I did.
They said you needed it.”
Arthyr grimaced as his stomach noisily
yearned for food. He could not recall the last time
he’d eaten. Tristan only raised an amused eyebrow
and motioned with his head for the prince to get
downstairs. Arthyr complied, but before doing so,
he sheathed his newly forged blade into the wooden
scabbard of the bedframe. The sword was out of
shape, being too large, but it made through all the
same. Excalibur made it safely onto Arthyr’s hip
before he rushed off to end his hunger.
The meal was silent, which made Arthyr
uncomfortable for it left him to his own thoughts.
Thoughts that made him lose control from sheer
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madness.
Once Arthyr made his final moments in Elle’s
room, Arthyr allowed Lance to stay with his family
for the season and with a solemn nod, the knights
left without another word.
The horse fae were nowhere in sight, and
Gwain’s talk filled the air with nonsense and
laughter that Arthyr could only force himself to
join in. The team of three made their way to a
small village just to the east of the manor. The
townspeople regarded them with awe, several
others watching within the safety of their homes.
A young man, tall, slim, and dark-haired,
approached them as they dismounted.
“Good day, sirs. My name is Merlyn. How may
I assist you?”
“Water the horses and have them groomed,”
Gwain said, giving Merlyn a grin. Merlyn gave a slight
nod, as Gwain made his way to an inn called The
Lake. Tristan set himself to cleaning his sword while
Perse rounded the children walking about to sit and
listen to his words.
Arthyr watched, standing motionless, his face
contorted with anger and shame. How could they go
on as if nothing had happened? He’d spent nearly a
year looking for Elle and a cure for his father only to
come empty-handed. Were they not at all distraught
by this as Arthyr was?
With a sigh, walked into The Lake, feeling
eyes watching him as he did so.
Somewhere, within the chambers of the
large inn, Arthyr heard a child begin to cry. There
was a rush of feet and a slam as the door was shut.
For a moment, Arthyr thought the child could have
been from his son, but dismissed it, knowing such
thoughts only made him feel all the worse.
Before long, Arthyr and his knights set out
of town. They raced across to use the most of the
daylight, leaving behind clouds of dust as they made
their way back to Camilot, not realizing that the
same child’s cry echoed after them.
(to be continued)
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Did you know
Dungeons & Dragons
Men & Magic: Later became the
Player’s Handbook and was 40
pages long.

Monsters & Treasures: Consisted of
3 books. Book one: dungeon levels
1-3; book two: dungeon levels 4-6;
book three: dungeon levels 7-9.

Underworld & Wilderness
Adventures: Originally published in
1974 but republished and rewritten
in 1976 with Tolkien references.

…?

(Dungeons and Dragons®)

Dungeons and Dragons® was first published in January of 1974 and only came
in three booklets and shipped in cardboard boxes designed to look like wood:
“Men & Magic, Monsters & Treasures and Underworld & Wilderness Adventures”.
By November they had sold out of all 1,000 games of “hand-assembled” prints.

By 1980 250,000 Dungeons and Dragons® products were sold at the end
of 1979. 12,000 copies of the Basic Set alone were sold per month by the time
summer rolled around.
In 1995 Tactical Studies Rules (TSR) had its 20th anniversary and celebrated by
making “revised versions” of the “Second Edition Player’s Handbook and Dungeon
Master’s Guide”. They then came out with a “Player’s Option and Dungeon Master’s
Option rulebook” for experienced Second Edition fans to find “new ideas”. “Blood
magic, the power of the land and the divine right of kings” was also introduced by
way of The Birthright campaign setting.

By 2014 the hit television show Community aired its second episode of “Advanced Dungeons and Dragons”.
Meanwhile, Mike Mearls leads a design team and releases the Fifth Edition Dungeons and Dragons®. They
designed it to play like the original game to mark the 40th anniversary of the publication of the game. Lastly, in
August of 2014, a cross platform campaign called The Tyranny of Dragons begins with a “storyline impacting
both tabletop and digital play”.

At various times in its history, Dungeons & Dragons® has received negative publicity, in particular from
some Christian groups, for alleged promotion of such practices as devil worship, witchcraft, suicide, and
murder, and for the presence of naked breasts in drawings of female humanoids in the original AD&D manuals.

Did you know

(Lord of the Rings)

…?

The director of Lord of the Rings, Peter Jackson, played very minor roles in
the movies; so small that if you blinked you missed it. Here are some of the roles
he played as cameos:
The Fellowship of the Ring: You can see Jackson munching casually on a
carrot as he walks by the camera in the city of Bree and even has a name of Albert
Dreary.
The Two Towers: We see him portraying a soldier of Rohan and is the one
who throws the spear at the Urak-hai in the epic Battle of Helm’s Deep.
The Return of the King: Jackson is seen walking across the deck as a
corsair of Umbar.

Lord of the Rings

J.R.R Tolkien’s books have made an
average profit of $2.25 billion since
being in print.

Movies: LOTR was the sixth ranking
movie and made $4 billion on ticket
sales.

Tourism: New Zealand’s tourism
numbers jumped from 1.7 to 2.4
million, a 40% increase, from 2000
to 2006

Lead by Viggo Mortensen, all of the members who cast in The Fellowship of
the Ring got a tattoo to remember the experience. They got the number nine in
elvish on their shoulders to represent the nine cast members. Mortensen’s tattoo can be seen among the fake
tattoos he wore as a Russian gangster in Eastern Promises.
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Christopher Lee, who played the white wizard, Saruman, was such a huge fan of the trilogy that he not only
read The Lord of the Rings trilogy when it was first published in the 50’s but he even read it every year since
the first publishing. Christopher Lee is also the cast member to have met the author and it was completely by
accident in a local pub.

The actor who played Boromir, Sean Bean, is deathly afraid of flying but there was one problem. Most of
the film sets were in far, isolated locations only accessible by helicopter. He had attempted the flights right
off the bat with no problem but soon realized he’d made a mistake. The actors who played Pippin, portrayed
by Billy Boyd, and Merry, portrayed by Dominic Monaghan, unbeknownst to Bean, knew of his fear. Boyd and
Monaghan struck up a deal with the pilot to have her make terrifying turns and flips. Bean was so terrified that
he refused to go onto the helicopter again and began the trek up the mountain hours earlier on foot. There
were no makeup artists or costume tents on the actual set so Bean had to get in costume and walk up the
mountain in his costume.

Not surprisingly enough, many of the stars were injured on set. The actor who played Samwise Gamgee,
Sean Astin, was hit and knocked out cold by a wooden loom when filming the scene in Rivendell. Then, later in
the scene, when he rushes after Frodo in the water he stepped on a piece of broken glass and even though he
needed twenty stitches was back to work the next day. Legolas, played by Orlando Bloom, was thrown from his
horse while riding it on the set of The Two Towers and shattered his ribs. Like Astin, however, he was patched
up and sent back to work even when he was in excruciating pain. Aragorn, played by Viggo Mortenson, managed
to rack up the most injuries out of any of the cast. Mortensen broke two toes while kicking an orc helmet in one
of the battles and didn’t even mention it until after the shot was filmed. In another scene, Mortenson broke a
tooth but asked for some superglue and glued his own tooth back into place and finished the scene.
Could you imagine being allergic to the costume makeup? For John Rhys-Davies, Gimli, it was a nightmare.
Davies had such bad reactions to the makeup that his eyes swelled shut and even had to be rushed to the
hospital.
Danish actor Viggo Mortenson wasn’t only a talented actor, he also knows several languages including
Elvish, English, Danish, French, Italian and Spanish with a little of Norwegian, Arabic and Swedish thrown
in. Mortenson even took care of his own costumes including, but not limited to, repairs and washing. He also
had such a strong bond with the horse he rode he purchased him along with another from the set because he
wanted his to have a friend.
Game of Thrones
Season One: had over 25 million
views.

Season Two: had over 38 million
views.

Season Three: had over 50 million
views.

Season Four: had more then twice
as many season one viewers at 68
million.

Did you know

…?

(Game of Thrones)

Game of Thrones was so popular among new parents that they named their
children after a few of the characters. By 2014, 1,544 children were named after
the popular series. The 216th most popular name used and taken from Game of
Thrones, Arya which was four spots ahead of the all too normal name Jennifer.
Then, 368 babies were named after Khaleesi which is actually a title given to a
higher power meaning “Queen”. In 2013, 60 children were named Tyrion and, last
but not least, 15, dropping to 11 by 2014, were named Theon.
As you may know, Game of Thrones is wildly popular for its female nudity;
I mean who wouldn’t like it? But did you know that are actually more people
complaining about the lack of male nudity? Jack Gleeson, who plays Joffery, said,
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“I think that is one good thing, to not just objectify women but also objectify the beauty of male genitalia! We’re
all objects together.” Even Kevin Bacon said, “How hard would it be to just show one or two wieners every
couple of minutes? This is an issue of gender equality. Come on, I’ll play a naked wizard or something.” Anna
Kendrick also put her two cents in about the character Darrio Naharis by tweeting, “Madonna kissed Drake,
Hillary’s running for president, but HBO still hasn’t shown this dude’s dick??” Hopefully in the near future it’ll
happen.

Did you ever think that the Game of Thrones intro was just too long so you fast forwarded through it? Well
stop doing that! We all know the intro shows a very cool map; but what you may not know is that the map
locations change from time to time whenever a new land is introduced.
The actor who plays the blind Maester Aemon of the Wall, Peter Vaughn, is actually blind in real life. Vaughn
appears in 11 episodes and does not only share the blindness with his character but also shares the age. The
92 year old actor is considered the “Coolest Fucking Maester Around” according to official Westerosi terms.
Game of Thrones’ pirate, Davos Seawoth, isn’t the only famous pirate. Not by a longshot to be exact; Game
of Thrones is the most pirated show in the entire world! It is also continuously breaking its own record with
every new season released. A good example of this is the recent season 5 episode, “The Wars to Come”. There
was a reported $44 billion loss and was downloaded 13 million times. Even the season 5 episode, “Kill the Boy”
managed to get 2.2 million illegal downloads in a mere twelve hour time span. People are crazy about their
Game of Thrones.

Sophie Turner, who plays Sansa Stark, adopted the dog that played her dire wolf in the show. The dog is
named Zunni.
The show is credited with inventing the phrase “sexposition,” which basically means revealing important
plot points of a story while tons of gratuitous sex is happening.
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Don’t look behind you...

If you want to read some stories that will break you into
a cold sweat and make you quicken your step as you
walk down that dark alleyway, this is the book for you.
For your convenience, these tasty morsels of mayhem
are bite sized. All are under five hundred words long.
Perfect length for a quick commute or a wait in the
doctor’s office.

Can each of these stories really scare you or make you
cringe in a mere five hundred words? Step inside and
see...
Fragments of Fear: Twenty tales of terror to chill and
thrill you to the very bone by Michael Kelso
Buy it on Amazon. https://www.amazon.com/dp/
B01CRZMEB8

This is a light-hearted and amusing fantasy about a young man
who is accidentally transported to an alien world. It is a medieval
world and the magician who pulled him from his own was only
practicing! Jojo is frightened out of his wits and finds himself in
the middle of a needle match between the magician and the King’s
henchman. As the magician ignores his pleas to reverse the spell
and send him back Jojo looks for a way to force the issue. This is
out of character for the normally happy-go-lucky Jojo, who usually
just drifts through life. He comes up with the idea of making a
revolution and dethroning the King. He finds allies to help him
and the plan swings into motion. Of course, everything goes
wrong from the start.

The Adventures of JoJo Smith by Tony Leslie Duxbury is available
on Amazon in print and for the kindle. Get it here. http://www.
amazon.co.uk/dp/B00EIPXJBA and on Smashwords https://www.
smashwords.com/books/view/605801
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/23303834-theadventures-of-jojo-smith
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Anime-zing!

The two seasons of the Vampire Knight anime adaptation is based on
the manga series of the same name written by Matsuri Hino. The plot
follows Yuki Cross, a student at the Cross Academy, where she acts as a
guardian of the “Day Class” along with vampire hunter Zero Kiryu and
the secret vampires of the “Night Class” led by Kaname Kuran.
Many years ago while still a young girl, Yuki was attacked by a rogue
vampire and rescued by Kaname Kuran, a pureblood vampire. She
doesn’t have any memories of her life before that fateful day and was
adopted by the headmaster of Cross Academy, Kaien Cross. She now
attends this school as a “Day Class” student. This school also has a
“Night Class” which consists only of beautiful and talented students.
Only Yuki, her adopted brother Zero and the headmaster know that
everyone in the “Night Class” actually are vampires trying to conform
to human society. The humans think the “Night Class” students are
just rich attractive socialites, as both classes are kept isolated, only
crossing paths at sunset. Kaname also attends this class and as a
pureblood he tries to keep all of the vampires civilized. However, even
he seems to have certain secrets. And what are the secrets behind
Yuki’s and Zero’s pasts?

The overall plot is mainly about the love triangle between Yuki, Zero and Kaname, which gets more complicated by the fact that they are both vampires. But even plot-wise this show doesn’t fall short with all its
mysteries and tragedies that unfold along the way. Even those who do not like romance anime should give
this show a try.

Readers of Twilight and young adult supernatural romance should be familiar with the themes here. Rich,
handsome vampire admired by all with an ordinary human girl, but she has something special about her, plus
another guy who has a hidden supernatural power and hates vampires. Vampire Knight does its best to outdo
Twilight with jealousy, teen angst and romantic entanglements.

While the story is interesting, much of the dialogue fails. For example, the headmaster tells Kaname that he
is a pureblood and goes into detail on what a pureblood is to the pureblood. Then they tell each other how
vampires turn and die, which they both already know, given one is a vampire and the other is an expert on
vampires. There’s a scene like this nearly every episode. Vampire Knight hits every cliche you can expect from
tween vampire romances, including incest in
season two.
The animation is excellent. The art style
seems to capture the manga perfectly. While,
the music throughout the show was decent,
with the Opening Theme becoming tiresome
after a few episodes. Don’t worry it changes
for season two. It does have some glaring
flaws, but I would definitely recommend it.
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					~Mary

“This looks kinda creepy,” Jowan warned Aiden. Aiden
noticed that some torn pieces of Flynn’s robe were still
on the ground, bloodstained and ruined. The amulet
continued to shine as Aiden looked at Jowan.
From Dusk Til Dawn
by Elisha Deogracias

“Yeowch! Quit it, will ya?”
Jowan yelped as Flynn was rubbing his arm with a burning salve.
“Calm down, it’ll only hurt a little bit,” Flynn smiled, applying the salve onto Jowan’s arm. In a few
minutes, the cuts on Jowan’s body began to disappear. As Jowan kept jumping in pain, Aiden looked around
their surroundings; the three of them were heading a nearby town.
“Why the hell would you even go to an orc’s lair?” Jowan scowled at Flynn, “Didn’t you ever learn
‘human good, orc bad’ in school?”
“Hey, I learned a lot there,” Flynn put the rest of the salve in his pouch, “like how to not get burned by
arrows.”
“A simple thank you would be okay,” Jowan growled as he fiddled with his daggers, “or maybe a new
sash? I can’t keep carrying these things around willy nilly.”
“Sure you can,” Aiden smiled and brandished his sword, “it’s all in the wrist.”
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“Oh look at me, I’m such a cool sword fighter,”
Jowan rolled his eyes as he adjusted his armor,
gasping as part of it broke, “great, now I need a new
belt too.”
“Why don’t we try and see if that town has
any supplies?” Flynn pointed to the sign nearby.
“They might have some clothes too.”
“We do have to regroup after that… incident,”
Aiden was looking at Flynn, unaware that the healer
was the main reason the three of them were in
trouble, “plus we need to lay low since those orcs are
probably on our tail right now.”
“It’s been a week, sheesh,” Jowan replied,
trying to adjust his armor again.
Aiden stood alert as he heard a bird cawing
behind them. “Still, we should probably see if there’s
any food here too.”
The three nodded as Flynn rubbed the amulet
on his chest and patted it. “This has to recharge a
bit too. Helping people out every day can wear a guy
out.”
“Did you call your amulet a guy?” Jowan
looked puzzled.
“Hey, not my problem I can heal pretty much
all your wounds,” Flynn responded as Aiden walked
to the entrance gate of the town.
“Good day to you kind sirs,” the gatekeeper
smiled, “might I ask the purpose of your trip?”
“We… um…” Flynn tried to come up with an
answer.
“We’re on reconnaissance from the royal
army of Lydia,” Aiden suddenly replied, “we were
sent by his majesty to gather information about the
land.”
“Oh, what a mighty fine quest you three,” the
gatekeeper laughed, “please, stay a while here at
Duskette.”
The gatekeeper dutifully opened the entrance
gate as the three walked in. After they could no
longer see the gatekeeper, Jowan pulled Aiden aside.
“Whoa, what was that?”
“Look, just saying we’re aimlessly having
adventures doesn’t sit well with these townsfolk.”
“But we can’t straight up lie, can we?”
“It’s fine. We’ll just stay the night and then
leave tomorrow.”
“Whatever you say,” Jowan sighed as the three
entered the town streets. Aiden was a bit disturbed
by the calmness of the town itself. It’s midday, why
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isn’t anyone doing errands, he thought. Before he
could react to anything else, Flynn was distracted by
a stray kitten.
“Oh, come here you!” Flynn walked to the
kitten as it purred softly.
“Wait,” Aiden tried to warn Flynn, who was
too wrapped up with the kitten.
“Do you want a snack?” Flynn opened up his
pouch and gave the kitten a piece of bread.
“Hey! I was saving that for later!” Jowan
looked angrily at Flynn.
After he fed the kitten some food, Flynn
gasped at the hordes of decrepit people lying in
the streets. He furiously tried to help them all as he
rubbed his amulet and recited some spells.
“Flynn, be careful,” Aiden said sternly, “you
don’t want to overuse your abilities.”
Within a few minutes, the people were all
healed and cheering on Flynn.
“Thank you, our savior!” one of the older
women screamed.
“It’s… uh, it’s really nothing,” Flynn smiled, a
little embarrassed, “I just wanted to help is all.”
“Three cheers for Flynn!” the crowd yelled in
unison.
As the crowd was celebrating Flynn’s
services, Aiden and Jowan noticed a sickly man near
one of the stores. He limped slowly and muttered
unintelligibly as he continued across the streets.
“We should follow him,” Aiden commanded
Jowan, as the two sneaked away. Aiden made sure
that the two were behind the man, who coughed
uncontrollably. Aiden could see that the man’s eyes
were somewhat red and that his skin was a slightly
green. Jaundice? Scurvy? Suddenly, the man slumped
down as he neared the gate. Wondering what
happened; Aiden and Jowan approached the man.
“Sir, are you alright?” Aiden asked as he heard
small breaths. “Sir, are you…”
The man suddenly propped up and hissed
at the two, rushing towards them. Jowan yelled as
Aiden readied his sword.
“What in the world has gotten into you?”
Aiden growled, “Sir, please—“
The man clawed at Aiden, who barely missed.
“Look, the man isn’t going to listen to you,”
Jowan replied, unsheathing his daggers, “you’re
going to have to knock some sense into him.”
Aiden nodded as the man continued to

approach him. The man snarled as foam frothed out
of his mouth. Rabies? A fever? The man grabbed
Aiden as he instinctively sliced the man’s chest.
The man yelped as he stood there for a second
before continuing to attack, with splotches of blood
following him from behind.
“That didn’t hurt him?” Jowan looked
confused before throwing a dagger at the man.
Jowan looked appalled as the man continued his run
towards the two.
As the man walked up to them, he grabbed
Aiden and opened his mouth; sharpened fangs were
inches to Aiden’s neck.
“Whoa, what’s going on here?” Flynn said,
distracting the man as he let go of Aiden. “Ah! It’s…
no…”
Flynn frowned as he rubbed his amulet and
uttered a small prayer.
“Forgive me…” Flynn touched his chest as
he ran to the man. Flynn tapped his head as he fell
down, lifeless. The gatekeeper approached the three
of them.
“What is the meaning of this?” The
gatekeeper pointed to the bloody corpse of the man.
“I… I don’t know!” Jowan looked perplexed as
Aiden regained his composure.
“It was a… curse,” Flynn frowned, looking at
the corpse, “a high level one at that. I haven’t seen
one like it since the dark mages in Lydia tried to
unleash the ultimate evil over the land.”
“What?” The gatekeeper looked confused.
“The Lydian curse of the ancients,” Aiden
frowned, recalling the story, “undead warriors from
the land were sent to destroy the king. Thanks to the
fighters and clerics, mass death was averted, but it’s
still out there?”
Flynn nodded as Aiden grabbed his sword.
“We need to get out of this wretched place
at once,” Aiden looked at the gate, “We can get help
later.”
“But there are people here that need our
help!” Aiden looked at the corpse, “please? We can
see if there’s a healer that can assist us too.”
“Look at you, always the optimist,” Jowan
sighed as he looked at Aiden, “but I guess we can’t
argue with him.”
Aiden pondered over the situation before
calmly pacing the ground. “Sir, might there be
somewhere we can stay?”

“There’s an inn in the center of town,” the
gatekeeper responded, “you can’t miss it.”
“Thank you,” Aiden responded, getting ready
to leave, “might there be a priest we can talk to so we
can sort this situation out?”
“There’s one in the church up on the hill,” the
gatekeeper pointed to a building far away, “he should
be back from a sabbatical tomorrow. Why don’t you
stay here and see what Duskette has to offer?”
“I think we already have…” Jowan muttered
softly as the three began their trek to the inn.
***

“I’m just saying, white mages have higher
healing powers than wizards. You know, magic
distribution and whatnot.”
The three guys were walking to the inn with
supplies in hand; Flynn and Jowan were arguing
about who had the ultimate healing powers.
“But wizards have offensive magic!” Jowan
argued, “They could kill those white mages no
sweat!”
“Well, we’re here now,” Aiden cut the two off
from their conversation as he pushed open the door
to the Duskette inn. There seemed to be no one in
sight. Jowan placed his bag of supplies on a nearby
table as Flynn looked around.
“Doesn’t look like anyone’s here right now,”
Flynn frowned.
“Hello?” Aiden called out. “We were just
wondering if we could get a room…”
Suddenly, a small girl appeared from
nowhere, standing next to the wooden desk. “Good
evening.”
“Ack!” Jowan impulsively grabbed a dagger.
“M…monster!”
“That’s no way to speak to a lady,” Aiden
calmly said, “good evening ma’am. We were
wondering—“
“I’m eighteen, you don’t have to say stuff like
that,” the girl rolled her eyes, “you need a room?”
“Yeah!” Flynn said.
“That’s good. Business isn’t doing too well
right now anyways. I’m Kira by the way,” the girl
looked calmly at a list of papers on the desk, “seems
like there should be a free room upstairs. Only one
bed though, it probably can fit all three of you.”
The three looked at each other as they
shrugged. As Kira went and grabbed a key from
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behind the desk, Aiden tried to ask some questions.
“So have you seen anything weird lately?”
Aiden asked Kira.
“Not really. I’ve only been here a few months.”
“So nothing like dying people around here?”
“Everyone’s dying in this town. I’m only here
to get paid.”
“What does that mean?”
“It means that there are tons of people just
loafing the streets. Some of them look terrible. I saw
this one guy who looked like he was about to puke.”
“Hm?” Aiden was curious.
“Um, never mind,” Kira gave Aiden the key,
“here’s your room key. Enjoy your stay.”
Aiden gave Jowan the key. As he and Flynn
hurried upstairs, Aiden decided to linger around the
front desk.
“By the way, we were trying to look for a
priest in the morning. Do you know anything about
him?”

“Only that he’s going to come back tomorrow
morning. I’ve only been in town for a few months,
remember? I don’t really know much. Oh! But he
does have a clinic next to the church; you should go
check that out when you have the chance. It’s pretty
much the only way you’re getting healed here.”
“Huh?”
“There aren’t any other healers around here,
but hey, it’s not a bad thing. He’s a nice guy; heck, I’d
go and get some medicine myself if I got sick. Thank
goodness I haven’t yet.”
“Well, thank you,” Aiden bowed his head and
started to head upstairs.
“Sheesh, you act like an old man,” Kira sighed,
“I’m not that much younger.”
“A warrior always acts like a gentleman,”
Aiden smirked, “at least, he should. As you can see,
my men are some of the most respectable comrades
in all of Lydia.”
All of a sudden, Aiden heard a loud crash
coming from upstairs. As Aiden went to check
the room, he was bewildered at the sight he
encountered; Flynn and Jowan were wrestling each
other on the floor. It seemed that Flynn was getting
the upper hand in the battle as Aiden yelled for them
to stop.
“WHAT ARE YOU DOING?” Aiden demanded
to know.
“Um… it’s not what it looks like,” Flynn said, a
bit embarrassed.
“We were trying to wrestle each other to see
who gets the bed,” Flynn smiled, “I guess I win.”
“No fair,” Jowan frowned, “You cheated.”
“It doesn’t matter,” Aiden pointed to a couple
of chairs, “if you don’t want to share the bed I’ll go
and say that Jowan and I will sleep over there.”
“Aww man, and just when I thought I
wouldn’t sleep on rocks tonight,” Jowan said with
disappointment as he sat on one of the chairs.
“Rest up men,” Aiden commanded, “tomorrow
we’re going to visit the priest.”
***
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“Wow, looks like a big crowd.”
Aiden, Flynn, and Jowan were at the entrance
of the church where there was a crowd of invalids
and other sick people lined up. The crowd eagerly
waited for the ringing of the church bells as they
were huddled near the doors.

“I hope priest Balthazar brought more
medicine!”
“Yes, it worked wonders on my husband last
year!”
“I need to get some more, my nephew hasn’t
been feeling well for a couple of days now.”
“I wish that healer from last month was here,
he was pretty nice! Haven’t seen him since though…”
The crowd was abuzz with gossip and news
as the three observed their surroundings. Before
they could observe anymore, they heard a collective
cheer as the doors opened.
“He’s here!”
“Priest Balthazar!”
Out from the doors came a stout priest;
he looked younger than the usual clergyman and
walked slowly. He gave a big grin as he greeted the
others.
“Good morning! May God bless all of you
today!”
The crowd cheered as Aiden noticed
something in Balthazar’s hand; it was a small bag.
“You brought some medicine!” One crippled
woman said, inching towards him.
“Of course, I had some time to pick some up
during my sabbatical,” Balthazar chuckled, “here we
go ma’am. Godspeed to you.”
The woman’s eyes lit up as she clutched the
small bag and left.
“After we conduct mass, let me bless you all
with my tales from my journey,” Balthazar motioned
the crowd to enter, “I hope you didn’t miss me when
I left.”
The crowd began to enter as a couple of
people greeted Flynn.
“Oh hey, it’s the savior from yesterday!” One
of the children excitedly said.
“Oh, it’s nothing,” Flynn smiled, “just doing
my job.”
As a small crowd flocked to Flynn, Balthazar
took notice and introduced himself.
“Oh, you must be the hero my scribe was
talking about,” Balthazar smiled, “I’m the priest
around here; glad that you’ve been enjoying
Duskette.”
“It’s a nice place,” Flynn offered to shake his
hand, “the people here are really nice!”
I don’t trust him, Aiden thought as he
cautiously introduced himself to the priest.

“You look a little young to be a priest,” Jowan
eyed Balthazar curiously, “did you skip classes or
something?”
“I assure you, I underwent the necessary
training,” Balthazar kept smiling, “the old priests
left a while ago. I want to welcome you to this little
town.”
“I want to explore a little more,” Flynn
responded, “know any good places where I can buy
some herbs?”
“I’m guessing to make some more medicine?”
Balthazar replied, “there is a garden in the market; I
can show you if you want to head to the church for a
bit.”
“How can I say no?” Flynn smiled. “How about
you guys, do you wanna come?”
“Eh, I get bored of those things,” Jowan rolled
his eyes, “maybe I’ll go somewhere while you’re
here.”
“How about you Aiden?” Flynn asked.
“I’ll follow Jowan,” Aiden wanted to
investigate, “you go on ahead.”
“Come, come now,” Balthazar clapped his
hands, “I want to talk to this healer everyone
was talking about earlier. I could tell you of my
adventures afterwards.”
“Sounds nice!” Flynn nodded as he headed
into the church doors.
Too trusting for your own good, Aiden
thought as he looked at Balthazar. Something
seemed a bit off, but he couldn’t put his finger on it.
“Flynn, meet us in the inn at the evening. We’ll see
you there.”
“Sure thing!” Flynn nodded as he went in.
Before Balthazar could enter the church, Aiden
pulled the priest aside.
“Sir,” Aiden asked, “have you seen anything
strange recently? Any word about people getting
sick?”
“I’m not too sure what you’re talking about,”
Balthazar frowned, “people here get sick all the time.
Shame there isn’t any other healers or clerics here…”
“Anything about curses?”
“Not recently. I’m sorry.”
“It’s quite alright,” Aiden looked around, “just
wondering.”
“I apologize, but I’m running a bit late right
now,” Balthazar bowed, “if you want to speak to me,
maybe we can arrange a time in the clinic? I have
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some people I need to attend to, and I think your
friend can help me.”
“Perhaps sometime later,” Aiden nodded as he
started to head out, “we have to get some supplies
from the market.”
“Well, Godspeed,” Balthazar smiled and went
inside the church.
“I don’t trust him,” Aiden whispered to Jowan,
“something doesn’t seem right. He doesn’t seem to
know about the Lydian curse.”
“I mean, I didn’t know about the Lydian curse
and you’re not putting me on a witch trial,” Jowan
replied.
“Hmm…” Aiden looked at the nearby clinic
next to the church, “I want to investigate a bit more,
but I guess Flynn’s in safe hands. Let’s go to the
market and grab some food for later.”
“Best thing you’ve said all day,” Jowan licked
his lips, “I’m famished!”
As the two headed to the market, Aiden took
one last look at the church. Be careful Flynn.
***

“Let’s eat!”
Aiden and Jowan brought some meat and
bread back to the inn; it was dark and Kira was
waiting for them.
“Hey, there you guys are!” Kira waved.
“Where’d you go? I was bored waiting for you…”
“Don’t you have any other customers?” Jowan
asked impatiently.
“Not really,” Kira sighed, “we don’t get many
visitors. Like ever.”
“Can’t say I blame them,” Aiden looked
outside the windows, “it’s in the middle of nowhere.”
“I mean, the last visitor who came here
was a healer like your friend,” Kira tried to recall,
“cheapskate didn’t even come back to pay.”
“What’s that?” Aiden perked up.
“Yeah, now I remember!” Kira replied. “He
said he was called from the mayor who asked him to
investigate some of the sicknesses the townspeople
were experiencing.”
“Hmm…” Aiden frowned. Something’s not
right. “Kira, has there been anything strange lately?”
“Well, people have been getting sick a lot
more recently,” Kira started to dust her desk, “which
is great because Balthazar has been helping out. It’s
a good thing too; people just started getting sick
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when he arrived.”
Aiden was listening attentively now. “Has
there been any healers since his arrival?”
“Including last month’s arrival, um… a few,”
Kira said, “None of the others stayed here though.
Now that you mention it, I didn’t see any of them
leave; it’s such a small town, you’d think they’d say
goodbye or something.”
“Have you seen Flynn stop by?” Jowan asked,
scarfing down a piece of bread.
“I thought he was with you?” Kira was
puzzled.
“He didn’t show up?” Jowan stopped eating.
“No, I’ve been at the desk all day,” Kira looked
at the two, “did he go out for a bit?”
“He went to Balthazar’s clinic today to talk
with him,” Aiden responded, “maybe we should go
check it out.”
“I think the clinic’s closed at night,” Kira
continued her work, “but it wouldn’t hurt to check.”
“Alright, Jowan and I are going out for a bit,”
Aiden smiled at Kira.
“Aww man, but we didn’t get to eat the meat
yet!” Jowan frowned as they started to head outside.
“Just come back if you notice anything
strange!” Kira’s voice trailed off as the two left the
inn.
***

days.”

“Wow, looks like this place has seen better

Aiden and Jowan were at the clinic; the
moonlight lit the silent room as the two investigated.
It seemed as if a struggle had occurred recently.
“Looks like the candles just went off now,”
Aiden said as he saw the smoke coming from the
candlewicks, “that must mean whoever was here
can’t be too far off.”
As Jowan looked around, he noticed broken
glass coming from the windows.
“Hey, look at this!” Jowan stepped on the
broken glass to retrieve something before gasping.
“Aiden! It’s—“
Flynn’s amulet. “I…Impossible!” Aiden
grabbed the amulet from Jowan and took a look at
it; it seemed to be a dark shade of emerald in the
moonlight.
“He used it all up…” Jowan frowned, noticing
the change in color. “Oh no! He forgot to recharge it!”

Aiden realized that Flynn had left the group
without getting supplies. But where is he now? He
looked around to see if he could find a torch. “Hey
Jowan, help me find something I can light.”
Jowan nodded as the two continued their
search. They could see books in indecipherable
languages strewn across the floor; Aiden saw some
bloodstains near the window. Could Flynn have
escaped through there? Doesn’t seem to be much
evidence here; he clutched the amulet as he saw
some holy water in one of the cabinets of the clinic.
Maybe if I rub some of this water onto the amulet,
then… Aiden grabbed the vial of holy water and
sprinkled a little of it onto the amulet; it started to
glow.
“Hey, what did you do?” Jowan looked
concerned.
“Nothing, I just—“ Aiden was confused as the
amulet pointed to a small brick on the wall. As he
looked at it closely, he pulled on it. Suddenly, one of
the bookshelves in the clinic opened up, revealing a
long dark corridor.
“This looks kinda creepy,” Jowan warned
Aiden. Aiden noticed that some torn pieces of
Flynn’s robe were still on the ground, bloodstained
and ruined. The amulet continued to shine as Aiden
looked at Jowan.
“Without a doubt Flynn has to be in there,”
Aiden whispered, “this amulet will lead us to him.”
“Just be glad I brought my daggers,” Jowan
chuckled, adjusting his sheaths.
“I’ve brought my weapon as well,” Jowan
readied his sword as he tied the amulet around his
neck, “now, let’s go find our friend.”
As the two entered the corridor, they could
hear groaning and screaming from afar.
“Ugh, this just sounds horrible,” Jowan
frowned as they continued on, “it’s like someone’s
dying in here.”
“Shh!” Aiden grabbed Jowan and hid the
amulet as they crouched down; the corridor was lit
up with sounds of people walking slowly.
“Hurry up!” A voice sharply hissed. “We need
to mix the ingredients before tomorrow!” Aiden
recognized that it was Balthazar as he was leading
a few people who were shackled in chains; they
looked like the people from the church, only sicklier.
“Why is Balthazar commanding slaves?”
Aiden whispered to Jowan. “Doesn’t seem like a

priestly thing to do.”
“Maybe he’s helping them make that
medicine?” Jowan recalled the conversation at the
church. “Seems like those people were waiting for
him to make another batch.”
A loud scream was heard as the two heard a
thump come from the corridor.
“Ugh, another death. Seriously, I hope that
healer holds up,” Balthazar sighed as he left the
corridor and entered a nearby room.
Deaths? “Hey Jowan,” Aiden said when they
were in the clear, “I’m starting to think the priest is
behind all this.”
Before Jowan could respond, they could hear
a faint shuffling sound coming from behind them. A
sickly woman started to rush the two; she snarled
and growled as Aiden realized that she looked like
the man from earlier.
Jowan threw a dagger at the woman with the
same results. “No! Not again!”
The woman ran to the two of them as Aiden
clutched the amulet. What did Flynn do? Think…
think… think…
Suddenly Aiden had an idea. He threw the
amulet on the ground as he touched it with his
sword. In a flash of bright light, he saw the sword
imbued with holy power; as he dodged the woman’s
attempts to maul him, he stabbed her with his
sword. In an instant, the woman screamed as her
corpse started to disintegrate.
“Argh! That’s nasty!” Jowan tried to look away
as Aiden retrieved the amulet.
“Undead monsters,” Aiden looked at his
sword, “the curse of Lydia is here. Quick Jowan, place
your daggers on this.”
As Jowan handled the daggers, the amulet
started flashing as Jowan looked amused.
“Great! Now I can actually stab something
and it’ll die!” Jowan chuckled nervously as the two
proceeded.
“Be careful,” Aiden warned, “we’re going to
get to the bottom of this.”
***

“I hope you’ll survive, I really do.”
Balthazar looked at Flynn lecherously as he
tied the healer to a table. “I’m sorry for the whole
bareness of the situation; I didn’t want you to use
any of your magic against me. It’ll be quick and
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painless.”
Aiden could see that Flynn was down to his
undergarments, gagged and trying to break his
restraints. You bastard, what have you done with
my friend? He and Jowan sat motionlessly as they
observed Balthazar grabbing some powder.
“The elixir of life,” Balthazar held the bag, “I
tried to find it for years. Alas, it was all for naught;
being an honest priest does nothing in this dark
world these days.”
Balthazar laughed as he freed Flynn’s mouth
from the restraint. “Now open wide my dear child so
we can begin.” Balthazar tried to force the powder
down Flynn’s throat as he flung it aside.
“You… you won’t…” Flynn wearily said.
“Oh, but I have!” Balthazar laughed. “I already
did. You see, while being a priest isn’t a commodity,
practicing the dark arts? That’s something that
helped immensely. Necromancy is a fun subject,
trust me.”
“You… you killed those people?” Flynn was
angry.
“Killed is such a terrible word,” Balthazar got
more powder from a table, “I prefer… converted.
You see, you can control a dead person through
magic; but you can control a living person through
medicine. They wanted the elixir of life, so I gave it to
them.”
Aiden gasped as Balthazar grabbed Flynn by
the throat. “Too bad it’s killed most of the people I’ve
used it on; especially the healers. We can’t have them
running about knowing all the town’s secrets, can
we?”
At that moment Aiden jumped out and
rushed at Balthazar. “It seems your friends have
arrived,” Balthazar smiled as he started to leave, “I’ll
let my troops deal with them before I run some more
tests. Have at it sirs, won’t you?”
Balthazar threw a vial on the ground as
smoke filled the air; in a moment, half a dozen men
surrounded the three.
“They’re undead soldiers!” Flynn warned
from the table. “He wanted to control this town by
making them undead slaves! He used the medicine
to turn them into servile sickly creatures and then
killed the visitors who entered the town.”
“Wow, I guess he’s a showoff,” Jowan threw
a dagger at one of the men, who instantly slumped
dead, “and also, why didn’t you give us this power
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before? Would’ve helped out in pretty much every
situation ever!?”
“White magic only kills the undead,” Flynn
replied, trying to get out of his restraints, “otherwise
it’s not really an offensive skill.”
“Well, glad this helps then!” Jowan continued
to fight the soldiers who were trying to get to Flynn.
“Jowan, you go help Flynn,” Aiden said,
slashing his way through the horde, “I need to get
to Balthazar before he unleashed the curse on the
whole town.”
Jowan nodded as Aiden followed the
necromancer’s path. I’m going to find you, and I’m
going to finish this.
***

“Oh, you came!”
Balthazar was in the deep recesses of the
corridor, with a dark tome in hand. He was reciting
an incantation and stirring up something in a
cauldron.
“You need to stop this at once!” Aiden
commanded.
“You and what army?” Balthazar chuckled.
“This town is too weak and gullible anyways;
everybody couldn’t care less with what’s in their
medicine as long as it’s free and it works.”
“But it doesn’t!” Aiden readied his sword as
he lunged for Balthazar. A cackle sounded from a
dark barrier as Aiden fell from the recoil.
“Unfortunately, I have no time for games,”
Balthazar continued to stir the cauldron, “You think
I would just let you waltz in here and destroy my
plans?”
Balthazar laughed as Aiden tried to destroy
the barrier in vain. Why isn’t it working? The magic
should have cut through this by now! Aiden yelled in
frustration as Balthazar was almost done.
“In a few minutes, I shall summon the darkest
evil this town has ever seen!” Balthazar yelled. “It
will be brilliant! All of the townspeople shall fall
under my will! I will be a god!”
As Balthazar continued to gloat, Aiden yelled
furiously, trying to slice the barrier with all his
might. “It’s… useless…” Aiden panted, his energy
leaving him. As he knelt down, he felt hopeless.
“Don’t give up!”
Aiden heard Flynn’s voice and looked behind
him; Flynn and Jowan were safe as Flynn uttered a

spell. Suddenly, Aiden’s sword began to glow as he
readied his sword for one more lunge.
“NOW!” The three shouted. The barrier
shattered as Balthazar looked flabbergasted.
“Ha, it’s no use!” Balthazar opened his tome.
“I will awaken the beast! Arise at—“
Aiden ran to Balthazar and shoved a bag
of powder down his throat; Aiden had stored a
bag when hiding from Balthazar. For a moment,
Balthazar stood there, speechless and perplexed;
however, he started to gag and vomit as he started to
cough.
“What *cough* did you *cough* do?”
Balthazar tried to control himself, but was
convulsing. “I was so *cough* close!”
“Hey, looks like you got a taste of your own
medicine,” Jowan laughed but then rolled his eyes,
“okay, that was terrible, even for me.”
Balthazar screamed as every inch of him
started to petrify; he was rapidly aging as his hair
began to turn white and his skin smelled putrid.
After a few moments, his eyes melted and his bones
began to crack as he finally disintegrated into a pile
of dust. Aiden looked scared as he saw firsthand the
effects of the powder. This was the medicine he gave
the townspeople?
The cauldron stopped bubbling as the three
heard the clanging of armor outside the room.
“Looks like the undead are… well, dead now,”
Flynn ran out to see what the commotion was about.
“Ugh, please get a robe,” Jowan frowned, “it’s
really embarrassing to see your… jewels almost
sticking out all over the place.”
“Oh, right!” Flynn looked a bit embarrassed as
he tried to find some clothes.
“Looks like we did it,” Aiden smiled as he
grabbed the tome and set it on fire, “may this town
never be cursed again.”

priests from the Lydian guild to assist Duskette with
future services.
“And if you need anything else, let me know!”
Flynn said as he shook hands with the people he
healed.
“Kind sirs, we thank you for your help in this
matter,” the mayor of Duskette congratulated the
three, “In return, we humbly ask that you take this
gold as a token of our appreciation.”
Kira handed Aiden a big sack of gold coins.
“We really can’t say thank you enough, we mean it.”
“Are you sure?” Flynn asked. “It’s really
nothing. We just love to help.”
“Correction, he loves to help,” Jowan took the
bag, “we’ll kindly take donations.”
As the three waved goodbye, Aiden smiled
and looked up at the sky; there would be more
adventures hopefully waiting the three as they
headed out.
(THE END)

***

“And that should be the last person!”
Flynn smiled as he rubbed his amulet on
another townsperson. The three spent a few more
days in Duskette healing those who were affected
by the sickness caused by Balthazar. While trying
to clean the clinic and church, the townspeople
discovered that Balthazar was secretly killing all
who stood in his way by ingesting his powder to
those he deemed a threat. Flynn contacted a few
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“But why would someone just choose to be
mute?” the doctor asked the man.
Golden Tongue
by Michael Kelso

Once there was a boy who had a gift of a golden tongue. It could be used to sooth troubled hearts, to
comfort the downtrodden, even heal mental and physical wounds. People came from all around just to talk
to the boy. Each person left feeling blessed. Their problems were either eliminated, or felt much smaller after
they had spoken to him.
His parents couldn’t be more proud as he selflessly spoke to people for hours on end, comforting them
and putting their minds at ease. Every day, a line from his house stretched for miles, full of people anxiously
waiting to speak to him. One day an old woman came to see the boy. After he had spoken with her, she said,
“You have a wonderful gift, thank you for sharing it. The only gift I can give in return is a warning. Always use
it selflessly. Never use it for evil.”
Then she kissed him on the forehead, and said, “One day I may repay you for your kindness.”
And with that, she winked, and hobbled away.
Year after year countless thousands of people came to see the boy. He patiently spoke with each one of
them. He built a tremendous following. People began to speak quiet whispers of the boy eventually becoming
the leader of the entire country. His fame grew far and wide, and yet he still labored on with no thought of
himself. Only the people mattered. They would bring him gifts, which at first he would not accept. But the
people insisted, so he gave in.
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Some presents were lavish and magnificent;
jewels, artworks, gold in every shape imaginable.
Others could only bring a few small coins, for that
was all they had. Each and every gift was accepted
the same, with great gratitude. As the years ran on,
the family amassed great wealth, and yet they stayed
humble and thankful.
The boy grew into a young man, and yet his
gift showed no sign of abating.
One night, he did not sleep well. He had
horrible dreams of a giant snake that spewed deadly
venom, swallowing him whole. That morning, for
the first time in years, the young man did not feel
like talking to anyone. His parents told him it was his
duty to do it anyway.
“If you don’t share your gift, it could be taken
away from you.”
The young man obeyed his father, but secretly
a tiny seed of anger was planted in him that day.
He spoke to people as usual, yet something
subtle and strange was happening. Many of the
people went away not feeling completely better.
Most just shrugged it off as being tired from a long
journey, and left grateful for the blessing they did
receive. The next day, the young man felt tired again.
His dream had been the same, and yet somehow
more intense. He tried again to be excused that day,
but his father again reminded him of his duty.
That day the seed of anger took root, and
didn’t let go for a long time. People that day felt even
less blessed. Some even sat staring at him when he
was done speaking, as though they expected more.
By the end of the day, the young man was very tired
and very frustrated. His seed of anger had been
watered, and the roots grew deeper.
He began judging the gift that was offered
first, and speaking to the person based on the value
of it. He even came to the point where people who
had little or nothing to give, he would merely say,
“Bless you,” and send them on their way.
It didn’t take long for a whisper of
unhappiness to sweep through the people. Soon
the whisper of unhappiness became a murmur of
dissent, which turned into a grumble of complaining.
Before he knew it, the line became shorter.
Every day, in fact, it seemed to shrink. Until finally
there was only one person. It was the old woman
who had come to see him not long ago. She seemed
different somehow. It was almost as if she was

younger. The old woman looked at him, not in anger,
but in sadness.
“I told you not to use your gift selfishly,” she
said. “Now your blessing shall be a curse.”
And with that, she merely turned and walked
away, not hobbling at all. The boy had turned into a
young man, and realized that he had not had time
to himself in years. Far from feeling guilty, he was
delighted, and took a trip to town. Walking gaily
through the streets, he greeted people with a warm
smile, and a brisk “Hello.”
But the people were not nearly as warm
toward him. Angry stares and sad, depressed faces
were all he received in way of greeting. Soon the
young man was not so gay. He slunk back home like
the child no one would play with on the playground.
The following morning, when he went to meet the
people, no one was there. Not a single soul came to
see him that day, or ever again.
The man sought out his mother, to tell her of
this development. When he spoke to her, the most
foul of curses spewed from his lips. His mother
instantly fainted. His father entered, as the son
tried to revive her. Trying to explain, the young man
opened his mouth, and the most vile, disgusting
verbal vomit assaulted his father. Instantly, he fell ill,
and never recovered.
Doctors came and tried to help his parents,
but could do nothing. One of them suggested that
the man’s golden tongue might heal their sickness.
At this, the man wrote a note and showed it to the
doctor. The note said that the young man had been
struck mute, and could no longer use his gift. The
doctor merely shook his head sadly, and left.
The next day, the young man’s parents died.
After the funeral, he could not bear living in a house
that held the memory of his loving parents that he
had killed. He sold the house, gathered together
all his worldly wealth, and began a journey. He
wandered aimlessly for over a year, having no
destination in mind, except to get far away from
anyone who had ever heard his voice. It wasn’t easy.
Loneliness and guilt gnawed at him like a wild dog
on a bone.
One night while camping in the wilderness,
he heard a sound that was different from the
natural chirps and howls of nighttime. When he
went to investigate, he was grabbed by a group of
thieves who tied him to a tree. They ransacked his
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belongings, carrying them off as plunder. In a rage,
the man tried to scream for help, but what came out
of his mouth was like a new language consisting only
of obscenities.
Instantly, each of the men fell as though
struck by a blow. Their bodies twitched and writhed
on the ground as if in tremendous pain. The man
was almost as shocked as his attackers were. He
looked at the man laying closest to him, and tried to
say, “Release me!”
But the profane words that escaped his lips
battered the man like a dozen blows. The attacker
shuddered, and was still. The man tried for an hour
to free himself, having only moderate success. He
had worked part way through the rope that bound
him. He was getting very tired of listening to the
moans of his attackers, when he tried to say, “Would
you just shut up already?”
Even though these were not the words that
came out of his mouth, all of his attackers became
still and quiet. Working the rope for another hour,
he managed to free himself. He carefully stepped
around the bodies, not knowing if they were going
to attack him again. He slowly and carefully leaned
down to check for a pulse and found none. Shocked,
he checked another body and another, one by one,
the result was the same.
As he stood amid the litter of dead bodies,
something else struck him as odd. Or perhaps I
should say nothing struck him as odd. There was no
sound. No crickets chirping, no wolves howling, no
hoot of owl or skitter of squirrel.
Nothing. It was like standing in a sound
vacuum. The silence was deafening. Just then a slight
breeze made the leaves rustle, scaring the man
nearly half to death.
He took a moment, organized his thoughts,
then recollected his temporarily stolen wealth and
moved on. He considered burying them, but in the
end, decided that a band of dead thieves might make
a warning for others who might waylay unsuspecting
travelers.
‘And besides.’ He thought. ‘What better meal
for a scavenger than a scavenger?’
Only twice more during his travels was he accosted
so. Both times he left behind him a feast for buzzards
and wolves.
With time, he grew weary of traveling, and
found a city to call his new home. He purchased a
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small house near the outskirts and hid the rest of his
wealth in it. He explored the city, finding it much like
any other; a wonderful, glorious place, full of poverty
and disease.
To allay suspicion of hidden wealth, he staked
a claim outside the city, and became a ‘prospector’.
Every once in a while he would ‘find’ a piece of gold.
He did not let his self-imposed handicap hold him
back. Never having much opportunity for normal
interaction with people, he tried to become sociable
and visit the taverns frequently. Soon he was
accepted as a regular customer, who just happened
to be mute.
He carried a small chalkboard for times
when he couldn’t make himself understood through
gestures. He had settled into a routine, and as usual,
that’s when unexpected things happen.
He caught a glimpse or her as she walked
down the street. A glimpse turned into a stare. He
measured her with his eyes. Platinum curls framing
her oval face, she was not too tall, not too short,
slight of build, but with an extra pound or two on
her. In other words, she was perfect.
He strode over to her, gazed into her sky
blue eyes, and started to speak. Realizing the
consequences, he shook himself mentally, then took
out his chalkboard, and quickly began writing. She
smiled the most beautiful smile he had ever seen,
and waited patiently. When he was done, he handed
her the board.
‘What name you?’ It said.
She giggled as he read the board then quickly erased
it and wrote.
‘What is your name?’
“Genevieve,” she said, smiling. “What’s
yours?”
He wrote on the board.
“Oh, that’s an interesting name. I’ve only
heard that name one other time. And that was long
ago.”
“?” he wrote.
“Don’t ask.”
They talked for a while, and then she said she
had to leave.
“I you out go?” he wrote.
She giggled when she read it, and
embarrassed, he immediately began wiping it off.
She stopped him with a touch of her hand.
“Yes.” she said, then kissed him on the cheek,

and ran away.
It was a whirlwind romance. They started
seeing each other more and more often, until they
were barely ever apart. They grew madly in love
with each other, and were soon married. It seemed
as if they had known each other forever, yet it was
such a short time. They became so close that they
trusted each other with their very lives. And yet,
they each held a deep secret.
They lived happily, and had an unwritten
language of their own to help him communicate. He
continued ‘prospecting’ to provide a living for them.
And their happiness knew no bounds... until ‘he’
came along. ‘He’ was small, fat, and bald, and she fell
immediately in love with him. This love affair lasted
until the day she died.
The man didn’t mind, for he had fallen in love
with ‘him’ too. ‘He’ became the center of their lives.
They nursed and coddled him, and loved him with
every fiber of their beings. As he grew from infant
to toddler, they began to notice that he didn’t speak.
In fact, he had never made any sounds (at least not
with his mouth).
She thought that perhaps he had inherited
being mute from his father, not knowing that it had
nothing to do with genetics. They had him checked
by doctors, who said that his vocal chords were
fine and physically there was no reason he couldn’t
speak. It was as if he just chose not to.
“But why would someone just choose to be
mute?” the doctor asked the man.
He hesitated then just shrugged. The child
could understand fine, and liked to draw on his
daddy’s chalkboard. No matter how much his
parents coaxed him, he just chose not to talk. Their
hearts ached, but they loved him even more, and
continued to encourage him to speak.
As is prone to happen, heartache breeds
heartache. It’s like a virus that spreads and cannot
be stopped. Around the time the baby reached
his fifth year of life, Genevieve became ill. It was a
gradual sickness that drew the life out of her like a
leech draws blood. The doctors could find no cause,
no cure; they couldn’t even find a disease.
They told the man that she should be
perfectly healthy. But she wasn’t. And every day
she seemed to get worse. His heart was breaking to
pieces, watching her diminish like this. He and the
boy did their best to comfort her. They gave her fresh

flowers in her room every day, and every meal they
prepared was one of her favorites. The illness had
long ago taken her desire for food, but she put on a
brave face for them and ate every bite, telling them
how much she loved it.
Then came the day...
Everyone who has ever witnessed a loved
one die knows there is just a time when you know
the end is near. It’s a feeling sometimes in the air, a
precursor to death.
He entered the room, and knew. He sat beside
her on the bed that they had shared every night
since they had been married. Even when she became
sick, he refused to leave her side. Many nights their
nightly embrace was the only comfort he knew. As
he sat beside her, she opened her eyes, weakly. Even
though strained, her smile warmed his heart.
“This is it, my love,” she said. “Thank you for
the life you’ve given me.”
He couldn’t write, he couldn’t gesture, as
tears welled up in his eyes. She smiled at him.
“Shall we stop pretending, my love?”
He motioned that he didn’t understand.
“I know you can speak.”
He was dumbstruck. It was all he could do to
write, “How?”
She smiled.
“You whisper in your sleep. Not all the time,
once in a while I’ll hear a few words escape your
lips.”
His heart shattered. He broke, collapsed on
her stomach, and wept. She stroked his hair for a
while, then lifted his chin so their eyes met.
“Now for my little secret,” she said weakly.
“Long ago I was cursed. My body began to age much
faster than it should. The doctors were mystified,
and told me there was nothing they could do. In
desperation, I began a long journey to see a young
man who had an amazing gift.”
His eyes widened with recognition.
“I told you one day I would repay you for your
kindness.”
Then she kissed his forehead, winked, and
closed her eyes.
He didn’t know what to do. He wanted to
scream, but didn’t dare. He wanted to die, but
couldn’t bear the thought of leaving the boy all alone.
He was close to a breakdown, when he felt a tiny
hand on his back.
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“Don’t cry, daddy,” the small voice said.
Instantly, he began to feel better. The weight
of grief wasn’t quite so heavy. He looked at his boy
in amazement. The boy hugged him and said, “I love
you, daddy.”
The weight of grief lifted even more. He lifted
the boy up to his mother’s side, and motioned for
him to talk to her.
“Mommy?” he said. “I love you mommy. Can
you hear me? Wake up, mommy!”
But it was too late.
They buried her two days later. After
the funeral, the man left the boy at home with a
babysitter. He ventured out to his ‘prospecting’ site.
Looking all around, he made sure no one was within
earshot. Slowly, with effort, he tried to speak.
“I...” he said. “Can... talk...”
The words came out clearly. Feeling
encouraged, next he wandered around until he found
a field mouse, perched on a log. He looked at it, and
said, “Hey you!”
The field mouse started, but then just went
back to brushing its whiskers. He kept watching it
for a while, but it suffered no ill effects. He clicked
his heels together, let out a little whoop of joy, and
started back for home. When he paid the babysitter,
he said, “Thank you very much.”
At first, she just responded automatically,
“You’re welcome.”
Then she jumped back, as if struck by a blow.
“You can talk!”
“Yes, I can,” he said.
“How? I mean, I thought you were mute.”
“It’s a long story,” he said. “Maybe one of
these days I’ll tell you.”
She eyed him curiously, and turned to leave.
As she walked out the door, he called after her.
“How are you feeling?” he asked.
She stopped, and shot him a curious look.
“I noticed you had a bit of a cough when you
came in,” he said. “You should get that checked.”
She thought about it for a moment.
“You know, it’s the funniest thing,” she said.
“My throat isn’t scratchy anymore. That’s weird.”
He smiled.
“Here’s a little extra money,” he said. “Get
yourself checked, and tell me what the doctor said.”
She gave him another curious look.
“It’s so hard to find a babysitter these days,”
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he said innocently. “I don’t want to lose a good one.”
She smiled and walked away, feeling
perplexed, but better than she had in days.
The next day she returned as asked. She told
him that the doctor said there was nothing wrong
with her, and growled at her for wasting his time.
The man thanked her, and then sat down
to have a long talk with his son. He began slowly,
talking about helping people, and responsibility.
In the end he said that they should both honor
Genevieve by using their gifts, and never abusing
them.
***

One year later...
It was a clear, sunny morning. The man and
his son got up at dawn and were walking the streets
shortly after breakfast. Every person they saw, they
greeted, and spoke to as long as they could. Every
day they set out with a certain route in mind, trying
to reach a different area of the city. This had been
their routine for nearly a year.
The man still left town often enough to give
the impression of being a prospector, but most of
their days were spent roaming the streets. They
entered an area that used to be the medical district.
Now rows of offices that used to have thriving
practices, all had ‘For rent’ or ‘For sale’ signs on
them.
He grinned, squeezed his boy’s hand a little
tighter, and was rewarded with a smile from the lad.
It was the greatest gift he could possibly
receive.
(THE END)

Books

The Drakoryan Legacy: Sanctuary is the first of a series written by T. R. Mullins.

Synopsis: In a dawn lost and long forgotten, all of the world’s myriad races lived in harmony until a
malevolent force wrought chaos, spreading corruption and discord. The horrors of unending conflict
prompted the dragons, self proclaimed keepers of the younger races, to enact a contingency plan. An
incredibly powerful barrier, the Fade, allowed each of the races to live side by side without ever crossing
paths. In time, knowledge of ever coexisting and the darkness that tore everything asunder was lost to all.
Only vague recollections in myths and legend remained. Today, the world as we knew it, exists no more
despite the unending efforts of a faceless faction. Drakoryans, the descendants of dragons, have been among
the human race since before time was recorded. Behind the scenes unseen, ever have they been there,
upholding the ancestors’ creed to guide and defend humankind from enemies foreign and domestic. An event
that no one has any understanding of has ravaged the world. Mankind barely clings to existence in the wake
of the cataclysm. The Fade is failing and things scarcely spoken of in dreams, or nightmares, are spilling
through. Humankind’s only hope is no human...

Excerpt:
Razazel watched with mild amusement as the wounded scout scampered away like a roach. This insect would prove useful in providing an easy trail to follow back to the nest. Were it not for his appreciation
of small ironies, his perpetual indifference in it all would transcend into boredom. On the other side of the
brick divide, the woman’s pursuer had begun to upright himself, despite his brutalized testicles. Groaning
and holding himself, that particularly unpleasant human whom had been dancing gleefully just moments ago,
rose in jerky uncoordinated movements with all the grace of an amputee.
Razazel dropped from his perch, dislodging his dual ended spear- Daotorian- from the wall in passing.
He somersaulted to the ground in a single, swift movement. Striding with purposeful menace, he indirectly approached his prey. This misguided soul would know how it felt to be a victim. When the man saw his
demise approaching, he stumbled in an awkward retreat, and tripped over one of the dropped assault rifles.
To his credit, he got the weapon in line, and fired from his prone position. He might’ve had better chances at
running away.
Loosely gripping Daotorian at the haft’s center, Razazel swung his spear left to right and back again
in a blurring pattern. Each strike, faster than the eye could follow, intercepted the hailing bullets. The fired
rounds disintegrated in a shower of sparks and smoke, as if they were as insubstantial as evaporating water.
***

Lou repeatedly pulled the trigger after the clip ran dry. “Fuck, fuck, fuck!” He chucked the gun aside
and slapped the pavement with his palms before gesturing his assailant forward. “Come on, asshole. Show
me what’cha got.” Lou erected himself, threw up a duke, and subtly reached for the pistol in the holster at his
back. “I can take you. Is that your bitch ov’r there? Bet it is. First ima beatcha ass.”
Stalling the defensive weave, the specter held his spear menacingly to the side, and continued to stride
forward.
“Then I’m gonna plug ya ass. Then I’m gonna—“ Lou whipped out the gun- a snub nosed revolver. No
sooner than he’d extended his arm and stroked the trigger did it get slapped out of his hand to skid across
the pavement. The shot ricocheted around the alley, chipping mortar and shooting sparks, before blowing out
one of the few windows still in tact. In two pieces, the gun came to rest beneath a dumpster.
“Bringin’ a stick to a fist fight, huh?” said Lou, trying and failing to sublimate the tremor in his voice.
“That yer idea of a fair fight?”
In response to his accusation, the gloom-shrouded specter twisted its weapon to a vertical position,
and stabbed it into the cement with a resounding ca-thunk.
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Hoping to take the bastard by surprise, Lou dashed the few strides between them, and threw a brass
knuckle enhanced punch. It connected solidly in the assailant’s outstretched palm, stopping his momentum
as surely as any cement punching bag. Inhuman fingers clamped down powerfully over his fist. He tried to
pull away and couldn’t. Realizing the futility, he rushed back in with a kick. The specter pivoted away from his
instep kick before his foot had left the ground.
Lou’s mind simply could not process what happened in time. An impact to the left side of his abdomen
cracked a rib and compressed a lung. Air exploded from his mouth in a grunted exhalation. Lou’s following
hook was intercepted, forcefully straightened, and locked into a crippling hold behind his back. Without a
split second to scream, curse, or consider how badly he’d fucked up; his assailant guided him face-first into
an overturned trashcan. Something in his wrist popped out of place as he found himself encased in filth. A
foul smelling soup splashed into his dilated eyes and invaded his mouth. Coughing, choking, and wheezing,
Lou extracted himself with some difficulty. Every minute movement hurt like all fuck. He found his feet and
turned to see his enemy right where he’d left it as if it’d never moved. “Ya cheap who—“
Lou’s head snapped back beneath the power of a savage strike he never saw coming. His only remaining front tooth high-fived his tongue before imbedding itself in his cheek. The blow spun him around,
compromising his balance. An impact buckled his right knee. A second impact caved in the other knee at an
impossible angle. Mercifully, he blacked out, and time ceased to exist.
***

Moments later his eyes fluttered open. He found himself floating. No- not floating- but held aloft by the
hem of his ratty shirt. Shadowy contours converged and sharpened into shapes he vaguely recognized. In the
seconds he’d been out, the assailant had apparently retrieved its weapon. Lou’s one operable leg kicked at
nothing as he was single-handedly held aloft like a contaminated toy.
“Fuck you.” He tried to spit on the bastard, but the bloody loogie slopped over his lip, slid down his
chin, and dangled from a thick sinuous strand.
The assailant’s spear ignited in a fiery brilliance and the Lou’s eyes broadened in alarm. Involuntarily,
he trembled. The features of his foe were revealed in the spear’s blazing glow. Frantically flailing, and prying
at the inhuman’s grasp with the numb fingers of his one good hand, he pleaded with breath that wouldn’t
come.
The spear-wielding warrior loosened his grip slightly and spoke for the first time. “Have you something to say, maggot?” it said in an emotionless tone.
Their gazes met and it wasn’t purely lack of breath that stole the Lou’s voice. His attacker’s skin consisted of reptilian scales, a reddened orange hue mirroring the fiery glow of its weapon. Thin spine-like
horns protruded from its rigid skull, cascading backward in a way reminiscent of hair. Menacing slitted eyes
bore into him, skewering his tainted soul. A mask with intricate, abstract detail covered the lower half of its
face. Both shoulders bore plate paudrons, the left protruding further than the other in overlapping points.
The right appeared fractured and dulled with impact, though it was no less intimidating. A dark scarlet vest
covered its torso and beneath torn pieces of fabric, Lou spied seamless chain links woven together. A sash of
segmented steel cinched around the waist. Below the buckle was a loose hanging cloth sewn with metallic
slivers that covered the inner thigh to knee. Studded plate strapped to either thigh intersected with armored
shin high boots.
This was no kind of Inhuman he’d ever seen before. There was never any indication that the inhumans
possessed the ability to communicate or rationalize. They sure as shit didn’t wear battle armor. As if in response to his scrutiny, a spiked hexagonal shape on either side of the strange, alien mask flared out. It emitted a mist with a soft hissing sound like a punctured pressure hose.
A similar sound emanated from the front of Lou’s filth-stained jeans as he pissed his pants and
shrieked in an unmanly manner. He struggled, wriggling like a worm on a hook and to similar effect. When he
finally found his voice, he whispered with a swollen tongue, “Whath thhe f-… whath ah ‘ou?”
***
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Razazel cocked his head as if considering how to answer the predictable inquiry. He took no pleasure
in what he was obligated to do, but neither did he feel sympathetic nor contrite. It was a hard truth he’d accepted long ago. Despite the creed to which he’d dedicated his existence, some simply were not worth preserving. The man dropped the arm trying to pry away his fingers as if he’d given up. After several moments of
his incomprehensible choking, Razazel replied, “I am what you are not.”
The strike came swiftly. The man unsheathed a knife and swung in an arc for Razazel’s face. A deft
twist of the wrist, and Daotorian’s blade intercepted the attack, relieving the fool of his knife and a few fingers.
“AHHHHhhhhaahahaha!” the man’s scream transitioned into a maniacal laughter. Spurting gore pulsed
rhythmically from the sheared stubs, sprinkling them both with a fine crimson mist.
“Alive,” Razazel concluded. Releasing his choking hold, he drilled the man between the eyes with a
straight jab. A follow through elbow had the battered man leaning against the brick wall on wobbling legs.
Whipping Daotorian down to waist height, Razazel drove in, and skewered him through the gut. The
blade- longer than the man was wide- penetrated to the crossbar and sliced into the building’s mortared
stone with similar ease. Smoke and gore erupted from within the parted flesh. Accusatory eyes stared at
Razazel until the light of a malign life faded. As the corpse slumped to the concrete, the fiery blade seared
through bone and organ as if it were little more than wet paper. Parted from the base of the rib cage to the
sternum and through the collarbone- like a macabre flower- in death he bloomed.
(THE END)
UNITY
A young woman feeling alone in a world of prejudice and hatred towards her kind,
Rinne hides within the shadows of her home until the arrival of a stranger offering
her safety turns the world upside down. With the tremendous power Rinne gained
from her ascension, she is forced to fight her way to the promised sanctuary, a
community called Unity where her kind are accepted. Unwittingly, Rinne’s actions
bring forth a great army, seeking to destroy all ascended beings and their target is
her new home. Rinne finds herself once again thrust into action where she will do
anything to protect those she has endangered.

GUARDIANS
The elves have left the land of humans in search of the lost city of the builders.
Waylaid across the ocean, they find themselves upon a new land where they find
elves already living there. Mavok and the other elders meet a Guardian who sleeps
within a mountain and is responsible for Ascensions. Mistaking the intentions of the inhabitants a small
group of elves, cut off from the others they infiltrate the mountain to rescue the others upon the advice of
someone that is about to betray the others in the pursuit of power.

THE LAST ASCENSION
Three hundred years have passed since the elves made their voyage to a new land. A great city has been built
and the elves live in an uneasy peace under the shadow of the guardians mountain. Ascensions seemed to
have slowed down upon the human island and concern begins to grow within the community. On the human
island a cleric named Balen lives a quiet life with his son within their monastery. All this is about to change as
he undergoes the transformation into an elf. Mavok, travels to the human island to collect the newly ascended
elf and brings him back to the city of Elevar where the council of elders decide that it is time to once more
wake the guardian.
The Ascension Trilogy by David S. Croxford can be purchased on Kindle here. https://www.amazon.com/dp/
B01AKRWY7Y or on Smashwords. https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/631285
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The peaceful continent of Reloria is threatened
by cruel invaders from the wastelands of Vergash.
Halflings Randir and Fendi leave their peaceful
farm village with their bond-fairies and race
against time to stop the invaders. They join forces
with dwarves, elves, men and a mysterious dragon,
on a quest to rescue the stolen Elven Jewel.
Book one of the Hunters of Reloria trilogy.
This fantasy adventure begins when the magical
continent of Reloria is threatened by cruel, scaly
invaders called Vergai from the wastelands of
Vergash. These invaders are barbaric and are
intent on destroying the protective elven forcefield
and conquering peaceful Reloria. The Vergais’ plan
is to steal the Elven Jewel which is the key to the
Relorian defence system.
Halfling friends Randir and Fendi and their bondfairies are the first to discover the invaders and
they embark on a quest to save the Elven Jewel.
They leave their peaceful farm village with their
fairies and race against time to stop the invaders.
They join forces with dwarves, elves, men and
a mysterious dragon, and call themselves the
Hunters of Reloria.

The quest is perilous, with numerous encounters with the ruthless Vergai, who are determined to fulfill their
mission. The Elven Jewel is stolen and the quest becomes a race to the portal to retrieve the jewel before it
can be taken to Vergash. A battle for Reloria ensues where the consequences for the Relorians is death, unless
Vergai are stopped.
Kasper J. Beaumont was born and raised in Australia and lives a quiet life with her family in a seaside town.
Kasper has combined a love of fantasy and a penchant for travel in this trilogy. Kasper started to write on the
urging of friends and family and enjoys watching readers become immersed in the magical world of Reloria.
If you enjoyed Elven Jewel, please read “Hunters’ Quest” and “Dragon’s Revenge”. Check out her website for
details and upcoming releases. www.huntersofreloria.weebly.com.
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